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Discernment is what’s important in teaching—
knowing what matters and what doesn’t.
It’s that iconic moment of a teacher sitting down
at the end of a long day to revise a lesson that
hasn’t gone well. That defines a teacher.
Cate Dossetti
11th grade, English
Fresno, California

Dear Teacher Advisory Council members,
Thank you for your willingness to advise and

We hope the insights of your colleagues on the

partner with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

council will challenge and inspire you. For us, your

in our efforts to dramatically improve education

dedication to the profession and to your students

opportunities for students in the United States. We

rings loud and clear. It is also clear that you are eager

are grateful for your expertise, candid critiques, and

to make improvements in your own practice and in

guidance and look forward to continuing to work

the broader educational system—for the benefit of all

together over the next two years.

students. You also express a striking consensus about

At the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, it is our
strong belief that the expertise of classroom teachers
is pivotal to improving education in our country.
Your counsel has been and will be invaluable. We
encourage you to continue to speak up and to make

what makes a teacher effective, about the supports and
resources a teacher needs, and about the intangible
qualities in a teacher that allow him or her to reach
students; your keen knowledge helps us shape our
own work.

your voices heard, both in the context of the advisory

Thank you again for your service to students, the

council and in your schools, districts, states, unions,

profession, and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

and communities.

Sincerely,

This Teacher Voices yearbook is designed to highlight
your expertise and passion. Individual profiles of
members of the council are included here, as well
as your views on many aspects of the teaching
profession, including professional development, the
Common Core State Standards, the opportunity to
use technology to enhance student learning, and new
teacher evaluation systems.

Irvin Scott
Deputy Director, Education
Empowering Effective Teachers
College-Ready Education
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
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Courtney Cadwell

K–8, science, technology, engineering,
and math instructional coach

Los Altos School District
Los Altos, California

18

Years in
education

•
•
•
•

Curriculum writer
Pilot teacher, Khan Academy
National Science Teachers Association
National Council of Teachers of Math

Courtney Cadwell spent the first decade of her career as a science
and math teacher in Dallas working with all kinds of students: gifted,
special needs, and English learners. She was named Teacher of the Year
and awarded three Professional Achievement Awards for her efforts.
After winning an engineering design challenge, several of her student
teams traveled to the District of Columbia to present their inventions at
the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum. She even made it
possible for her students to talk with astronauts aboard the International
Space Station. “It’s all about the kids, seeing them grow,” she says.
Favorite food

Tex-Mex—the spicier
the better
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Favorite movie

“Star Trek”

Trait I most admire in
my students

curiosity

If I wasn’t a teacher

I’d be an astronaut

Courtney Cadwell says …
On Collaboration and FEEDBACK

voice. Students who are shy are more comfortable sharing online, and I’ve seen

I can create a good lesson plan by myself. I can create a great plan if I’m

those kids get braver in class. We post reminders, links, questions. Nine times

bouncing ideas off a colleague. I’ve learned to value collaboration and its

out of ten students answer the questions among themselves. I don’t even have to

rewards over the course of my career. Early on I needed help managing my

jump in.

classroom, getting all my ducks in a row. Down
the road it was more about mastering content.

Changing it up in

As a veteran, it’s about building a community

the classroom.

of learners, among teachers and students.

on Raising the Bar on Learning
I like to mix it up in the classroom. It’s more engaging for kids and also for
teachers. Have your kids work with partners, in small groups, alone. With

If you can build a culture of mutual respect

technology, with Legos. Change it up. Move furniture. Spread butcher paper

in the classroom and on campus—we’re all in this together, valuing process

on the floor. When your kids walk into the classroom, it’s great when they

over perfection—it can be rich. What can we do so students get comfortable

don’t know what the room is going to look like that day. It engages kids in

changing their minds about something? How do we create a place where they

learning and sends the message that each day is full of new opportunities for

have a voice?

them. Changing things up helps teachers be more fulfilled in their practice
too. Teachers need to expose themselves to a variety of ideas, with professional

on Technology in the Classroom
Over the 18 years of my career, the changes in technology have been amazing.
When I began, we were still debating whether to let students go online! Today
it’s so different. We do research, we produce products. I use Edmodo, a virtual
community that lets us continue learning together outside the classroom. Now
my students Edmodo me at night with new ideas, new areas of inquiry. They
share insights, riddles, concepts we didn’t have time for in class. It gives them a

development and new resources. If there is something you hear about, grab it
and go. It keeps your career fresh.
You learn what excites and motivates your students if you have a good
relationship. When you know what makes them tick, it opens up a whole realm
of possibilities. Kids look beyond what they have to know to what they want
to know. They learn what the state says they need to know and go above and
beyond that. I absolutely see that in our students.
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Brittany Clark

High school and dual enrollment, English

Middle College High School,
Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

9

Years in
education

• Chair, English department
• Chosen by colleagues as school’s 2011 Prestige Teacher
• Teach Plus Teaching Policy Fellow

Teaching was not Brittany Clark’s first career choice, but she’s pleased
that she went into the field. She is actively involved at the state level
in efforts to reshape teacher evaluation and has been published on
the Impatient Optimists blog and other websites. She takes advantage
of opportunities for leadership while remaining committed to staying
in the classroom. As a mentor for new teachers in her school, she
is candid with them that teaching is hard. But the payoff, she says,
comes in helping students achieve something they didn’t know they
could accomplish.
Favorite food

sushi
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Favorite travel spot

the beach

Guilty pleasure

reality TV

Brittany Clark says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

on New Evaluation Systems

I frequently tell my students, “Don’t ask me, ask each other.” That is when I

I see our new teacher evaluation system as a positive change. It’s hard because

know they’ve really gotten it—when they are engaged, they are facilitating

it’s all new, but for myself, I can only look at it as a growth process. I think I’m

the learning and they are excited about their own achievements. I’ve learned

on top of it every single day now. A lot of the things I was doing anyway, but I’m

that the more you talk, the less students learn.

more reflective and methodical about it now. I’ve always been really data driven,

New teachers think they have to fill this void

Building trusting

and keep students under control. But if they

relationships.

my principal to say, “I really like when you did this.” Don’t just score me low and

learning. I push my students not to worry too

Giving students

and negative. You don’t call parents in and start with, “Your child is awful.”

much about getting an A, but to be proud of

a voice.

are under control, that doesn’t mean they’re

their own achievement. Even if you get a C, it
can mean more because you worked really hard.

The relationships I have with my students are very important to me. If you can’t
build strong relationships with students, you’re not going to be a good teacher.
Students know if you don’t care. And if you don’t care about them, they’re

but I’m even more so now. When I get feedback, I want to know specifics. I want
say, “You need to work on this.” I need you to give me ideas. I need both positive

A change that is not so positive is that we’ve lost our ability in Tennessee to
collectively bargain. I’m in a system that says it still wants to work with the
union. They say that we can still have a voice at the table. But if we disagree,
there’s no power behind it.

on Professional Development

not going to do anything for you. I love that the students have a voice in our

If I need to improve, I want to be able to determine my own needs for

evaluation. Even if it counts for a small amount, they are in my room more than

professional development. I want to be able to say, “I want to go to this,” instead

anyone else. Last year, they scored me low on giving them choice. So I’ve taken

of being told what to go to. I know what will help me and what won’t. I’ve

that feedback, and I give them more choice now.

found I really like videotaping my classroom. We have a 360-degree camera,
and I bring that into my classroom whenever I can. I’m usually looking for
something specific. I can see if I’m repeating myself, what kinds of questions I’m
generating.
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Latisha Coleman

2nd grade

Inspired Teaching Demonstration
Public Charter School
district of columbia

8

Years in
education

• Master teacher
• Lead teacher
• Recipient, 2012 Distinguished Teacher Candidate Award,
Maryland Association of Teacher Educators

With a longstanding interest in education policy, Latisha Coleman
initially planned to be a lawyer. But a funny thing happened on the
way to the LSAT—Coleman’s mother asked if she’d ever thought
about giving teaching a try. She told her, “I believe you were born to
teach.” Coleman did, “and I have never looked back.” Coleman has
taught in kindergarten through grade 5; worked as a lead teacher and
administrator; and now is a master teacher, mentoring a new teacher
who works alongside her. “I cannot fail, because if I fail, my students
fail,” she says.
Favorite food

Maryland crabs
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Favorite travel spot

Dominican Republic

If I ran the zoo

I’d catch a lion

Latisha Coleman says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

After a plan is set, someone should actually check to be sure I am implementing

Urban education is my passion—I have been teaching and studying urban

a new practice or procedure correctly. Peer evaluations are also helpful, and

education for a decade. Before I entered the classroom, I wish I had known that

students should play an essential role in teacher evaluation—after all, they are

kids lack social skills. I’ve learned how important it is to build relationships

our customers.

with students, to learn what their interests are,
to help them learn to be ready for learning. I’d

Wielding great

tell a new teacher that you need to make certain

influence to bring

your students feel safe and sure about you. You
must display confidence, even when there are

about positive

days you must fake it to make it, and you must

and long-lasting

be flexible.
At Inspired Teaching, we’re required to ask

change.

ourselves one question daily: “What must I do
today to get ready to be in the presence of children?” This is a pivotal question
that every teacher should ask every day, because we wield such great influence,
and we want that influence to be positive and long-lasting.

on Collaboration and FEEDBACK
I need time to plan and collaborate with colleagues, immediate feedback, and
a say in how my teaching day will go based on the needs of my class. For me,

on the Common Core
The Common Core requires me to really think about the way I am teaching
reading and writing. Like all standards, it assumes kids are on grade level, and
this is often not the case, especially in schools that I’ve taught in. So, like with any
standards, a lot of differentiation is required. Yet with the Common Core, there’s
a lot more planning to deliver instruction at higher conceptual levels—even for
lower-level learners—and more grouping than I think I was prepared to start
to implement. I struggle to find resources for all my different levels of students.
However, it raises the bar for me and my students, and it’s an exciting challenge.

on Leadership
Leadership changes can be another challenge. New leaders come in with new
ideas, and often they are under so much pressure to turn a situation around, they
rush to action and don’t always accurately take into account the needs of the
student population and the staff. Leaders should assess before they decide.

immediate feedback and follow-up are the most helpful kind of evaluation.
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Devon Conley

Kindergarten, math

Rocketship Discovery Prep,
Rocketship Education
San Jose, California

6

Years in
education

• Fellow, America Achieves
• Emerging leader, staff development presenter, and unit
assessment reviewer, Rocketship Education
• Fellow, Education Pioneers

Devon Conley has a background in architecture and brings her gift for
spatial relations into her kindergarten classroom. She teaches basic
math concepts, for instance, by asking students to fill a picnic basket
with goodies. The kindergartners measure weights, lengths, capacity—
what will fit, what will be too heavy to carry. “They have heated debates
about what to put in,” she says. Conley has taught in traditional and
charter schools and hopes some of the innovations at her charter school
influence reforms within school districts. “Traditional school districts are
still where most of the kids are,” she says.
Trait I most admire in my students

whimsy
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Guilty pleasure

watching reruns of “Frasier”

Last time I was on a bike

I fell off

Devon Conley says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

technology is a large part of what we do. Like the blended day—my students

I’ve never met a family that doesn’t want the best for their kids. My job is

spend time each day in the computer lab doing online learning programs that

to recognize what they already do for their children and help them find

respond to each student’s individual needs. Computer time is focused on basic

new things to try. Rocketship Discovery Prep is very family centered. We’re

skill building, and that gives me more time to focus on developing conceptual

predominately low income, and English is a

understanding in the classroom. Computers are very intuitive for children.

second language for many of our students. At the

Problem solve,

same time, my students’ test scores are above the

reflect, develop.

national mean. Our first year as a school, we had
kids who came to us in 3rd and 4th grades who

Teaching is

read at the kindergarten level, and we were able to

learning.

bring them up to grade level. We do home visits

Computers and iPads are accessible to them in ways that much of the adult
world is not.

On Professional Development
There’s no magic bullet for reforming education, but some things help. We
have a very strong teacher coaching and professional development model at

with every family to build relationships with them.

Rocketship. Someone may be observing in your classroom every week or two to

We may not have families with deep pockets, but we have families with an

help you problem solve, reflect, and develop. You get live feedback. Peer-to-peer

incredible investment in our school and the success of all the children here,

observation happens a lot, and there is an openness about giving and getting

not just their own.

feedback. Rocketship has an open-classroom policy throughout the school—

I only get to spend nine months with each of my students. Anything I can

we’re comfortable being observed.

do in that time to enhance the relationship between a student and her or his

Data analysis is really strong here. I spent five years in research, in urban

caregiver—that will have a lifelong impact. I love the children I work with; I

planning and education, and I enjoy getting my hands dirty with data. I use it

cherish the time I spend with them. I work with them to realize their hopes and

to tailor what I’m doing in the classroom to the specific needs of each child. We

accomplish their goals. It’s amazing to see the effect on a little person.

use a variety of assessment measures. After each round, the entire staff spends
two days together going over data and doing analysis and setting goals.

On Blended Learning
Reforms and change are part of my daily life because I teach in a charter. My
school is on the cutting edge in many ways. We’re based in Silicon Valley, and
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Effective
Teaching and
Transforming
Lives
What makes that teacher the one teacher a child
remembers for the rest of his or her life?
Mastering the nuts and bolts of effective teaching practice enables teachers to make a real difference
in the classroom, TAC teachers agree. A thorough knowledge of subject matter. A willingness

Teachers need to forge
relationships so it’s
obvious that they care
about students while
they concurrently make
demands of them; it’s the
balance that every new
teacher has to strike.
Steven P. Farley, Middle school, science
Denver, Colorado

to continuously learn, do better, to reflect. A habit of collaboration. But many say there are also
qualities that, when combined with essential teaching practices, can make a teacher great—
outstanding, even. These qualities can’t be taught at universities or replicated in pilot projects, but

To me, the biggest piece

they can make a huge difference in a child’s classroom experience and eagerness to learn.

about teaching is building

Current reform efforts are, rightly, focused on what needs to change in our school systems in

relationships, taking students

order for children to have the education they’ll need to compete globally and lead full and fruitful

who are less engaged and

lives. But implicit in some reform efforts has been the idea that teachers themselves are somehow

trying to figure out what

deficient—that they’re just going through the motions on their way to a paycheck and generous
benefits. What does not get said—or get said often enough—is how much you have to simply care to
be a teacher. How much determination you must have to return to the classroom day after day. These
qualities of effective teaching can’t easily be measured, but no parent would want their child’s teacher
to be without them.
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enthuses them.
Christian Hill, Teacher recruiter, STEM
Greensboro, North Carolina

To be effective, you must have an

It’s unbelievably invigorating to help kids feel like it’s okay to be smart. You’re

innate love for children, and you

literally transforming lives. That’s meaningful. Creating bonds and selling

must believe in your heart that

structured financial vehicles is not changing the world. This is changing the world.

all children can be successful.

Jane Viau, 11th and 12th grade, statistics and microeconomics
New York, New York

Knowing I’m in a position to make
a difference in the lives of my
students—the difference being
a life of education and endless
possibility as opposed to a life
of incarceration and poverty—is
what propels me to get out of bed
and allows me to stay the course.
Jesse Jeff, 4th grade
Memphis, Tennessee

There is not a
teacher I know
who doesn’t want
to get better.
Lori Nazareno, Educational researcher
Denver, Colorado

On the first day of school, I look
at my students’ faces, and I see
potential. I believe all of them
can succeed. Their passion
and energy gives me hope.
I’m confident that teaching is
inherently valuable and that all
kids can learn.
Phil Gerlach, 8th grade, English
Los Angeles, California

Students know if you don’t care.

Brittany Clark, High school, English
Memphis, Tennessee
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Dru Davison

Arts education administrator

Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

15

Years in
education

•
•
•
•

Chair, arts education, Memphis City Schools
Chair, Tennessee Fine Arts Growth Measures Committee
Executive board, National Council of Music Program Leaders
National Association for Music Education Task Force for Teacher
Evaluation
• Fellow, Hope Street Group

As a saxophonist who developed his love of music when he was in
school, Dru Davison entered the field of education so he could help
create that passion in future musicians. Music, he says, is a key for
social mobility and provides students with a greater perspective on the
world. When students are performing at high levels in music, he can
see it in their faces, in their bodies. He advises new teachers to have
both a passion for their subject and a “driving belief that every child
has the capacity for greatness.”
Favorite food

Tootsie Pops
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Favorite song

“The Long and Winding Road”
by The Beatles

If I ran the zoo

I’d spend a lot of time with
the koalas

Dru Davison says …
On raising the bar on learning

On Common Core

Effective teachers hold the keys to delivering content when they have the belief

We have lost teaching time and class time in the arts so teachers can tutor the

that children can become proficient and excel at some level. But it’s not enough

Common Core subjects. The Common Core has magnified the focus on English

to just have high expectations. You have to have the content knowledge to do

language arts and math as the kings of the jungle to the detriment of the other

it. I think there are great teachers out there that

subject areas. But if we broadened our thinking, the Common Core could

really have a passion, and they do care about

Art and authentic

making those connections with children. And

student learning.

they are doing it in spite of really bad policy and
really bad leadership in some cases. One of our

awesome, great teachers was in my office recently and was near tears. She feels
like she needs to talk as fast as an auctioneer to hit all the points on the rubric.

On New Evaluation Systems
Measuring student growth, done really well, has the highest potential to
revolutionize the teaching profession. We have an opportunity to engage

inspire deeper learning in the other subject areas as well, instead of a taking a
shotgun approach.
There is good news and bad news. We are now asking teachers not to think
about addressing every standard, but the four domains in the Tennessee
standards for fine arts: perform, create, respond, and connect. If people think
of the Common Core as a light switch, classrooms will start to represent what
has happened in the arts for decades. Students perform tasks in very novel
ways and assimilate those tasks into their performances and creations. That’s
Common Core.

teachers in what student growth looks like in their content area. How are you
going to capture that evidence and let it become part of your evaluation? That
is the most important question that we should be asking. Billions seem to be
being spent on the observation piece, and it still looks a lot like what it used
to. Feedback is useful when it comes from the people who know what they are
talking about in their content area. If a dance teacher gets no feedback on how
well he or she is preparing children to dance, then we are just wasting our time.
If all we’re trying to do is rely on standardized test growth, then I think we’re
ending the conversation for kids before we really get started. The most crucial
factor is going to be identifying authentic growth measures.
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Keith Dell’Aquila

7th grade, humanities

California Academy for Liberal
Studies Charter Middle School,
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, California

6

Years in
education

• Fellow, Los Angeles Unified School District
• College-ready team member and master teacher, Partnerships to
Uplift Communities
• Coach, middle school softball

At 22, Keith Dell’Aquila enlisted in Teach For America and stepped into
his first classroom. Less than a decade older than his students, he
still felt a world apart from them. “I wish I’d understood how to think
like a 13-year-old,” he says. Dell’Aquila stuck with it and remains at
the public charter school in Los Angeles he started out in. A public
policy wonk, he volunteers in district leadership roles to improve
teacher evaluation processes and create a college-ready teaching
framework. “I’m an optimist,” he says.

Trait I most admire in a principal

empathy
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Guilty pleasure

professional sports

My mother gave me

everything

Keith Dell’Aquila says …
On teachers’ perspectives

Technology is changing our ability to track data, assess reforms. It gives us

Anger is really where my passion for teaching comes from. I believe passionately
in the human potential of my students. Public education has not been fulfilling
its promise for the last 50 years. The issue of schools is tossed around like a

important pieces of information we didn’t have at our disposal before.

On collaboration and FEEDBACK

political football, while year after year, kids who looked like my students, have

You have to feel safe to be vulnerable in this work. You need a strong and

the same last names as my students, kids with parents without great economic

supportive professional community of colleagues, school leaders, families. Not

opportunities, have gotten a raw deal. And

some punitive evaluation constantly hanging over your head. That just means

they’re the same as me. I see them that way,
no different. I’m motivated by anger over that
gap—their potential and then the reality of what
happens to them. My own parents were the first
generation in our family to go to college. They
made it an expectation that I would go too.
I’m often seen as a Pollyanna. Three things I

Staying optimistic,
even in the face
of an inequitable
public education
system.

see going on in education make me optimistic. Reforms are changing what’s
happening in the classroom. We’re looking deeply at instructional habits
and student behaviors and asking what we need to be doing so that students
are ready for college and career. There are also political shifts. We’re having
a national conversation about education we haven’t had before. Just about
everywhere we see people asking the same questions about how to change practice
and close the achievement gap and turning to each other for the answers.

On Technology in the Classroom
Technology can connect us in ways we’ve never been connected before. I can

people looking over their shoulders and closing their doors, instead of saying,
“Here’s what I’m good at,” and celebrating that, and saying, “Here’s where I need
to improve.”

On New Evaluation Systems
I’ve looked at lots of schools in L.A. as part of the college-ready grant that the
Gates Foundation gave to a group of charter networks here. Three hundred,
four hundred teachers have gone through a new evaluation system. For me,
the most important and effective evaluation happens when a teacher or
administrator or parent can watch and have a conversation about what they see
students getting from the curriculum. Intensive observation. Meet before, meet
afterward. Bring student work, learn from that. Right now it’s just the principals
and instructional coaches doing evaluations; that’s the biggest obstacle, the
bottleneck. We have to train more people to see and collect evidence, draw
consistent and fair conclusions, help you find resources, and point out the
things you don’t even realize you need. Let’s try something different and look at
the results we get.

see what happens in a classroom in Boston or Singapore, share resources.
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Cate Dossetti

11th grade, english

Fresno High School,
Fresno Unified School District
Fresno, California

13

Years in
education

• 2009 regional Educator of the Year, California League of
High Schools
• Coordinator, International Baccalaureate Diploma Program
• Consultant, San Joaquin Valley Writing Project

Cate Dossetti taught in a school attended by the child of a Hollywood
film editor and the child of the woman who cleaned the editor’s house.
Rich kids and poor kids—and a chasm in between. The kids born to
privilege would be fine without her, she realized. “Their whole lives
set them up to be successful,” she says. Dossetti wanted to work with
kids whose path to success was much less secure. She got her wish at
Fresno High School, where, she says, “very few wanted to teach.”

Guilty pleasure

reality TV

18
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My mother gave me

a steel spine

My father gave me

the ability to laugh
at myself

Last time I was on a bike

I rode 62 miles

Cate Dossetti says …
On teachers’ perspectives

Nothing makes me as crazy as walking into a classroom, and the kids are just

Students feed your soul, but they take little pieces of you every day too. It’s

sitting there passively. We’ve become consumers—students, too. Students should

like what you feel at the end of the day when you put your kids to bed—that

be in the classroom to uncover, read, discover. I’m a facilitator, not a teacher. I

exhausted. Fresno High School was my goal. It’s where I wanted to be. One

spend time showing my students the processes: how to ask analytical questions,

hundred percent of our kids are on free or

how to set themselves up for discussion, how to break down a text. They write

reduced-price lunch, very low income. There

Helping kids

was a real chance to make a difference here, and

move forward

I needed that. There’s hubris in that, I realize,

questions, they choose key passages, they explain, explicate, create. I take notes
and revise questions. After the second week in class I never have silence. Kids
don’t want to be left out. My job is to ask them how they intend to move forward

but it also means that everything I fail at, I’m

from where they

from where they were yesterday and where is it they want to go.

going to strive to do better. For struggling kids,

were yesterday to

Discernment is what’s important in teaching—knowing what matters and what

I’m teaching to show you the path to where you

where they want

doesn’t. It’s that iconic moment of a teacher sitting down at the end of a long day

want to go?”

to go.

good teacher from a not-so-good teacher. No one gets to see that moment, but it

I’m always asking myself, “How can I use what

Every kid is different. It’s like when you
garden or cook: You have to look and taste to know when it’s ready. Some of
it’s age, when they start to get it, when the light bulb goes off. You might see a

to revise a lesson that hasn’t gone well. It lives in that moment. It divides a really
defines a teacher.

On New Evaluation Systems

sophomore girl and then in her junior year—there it is, in a matter of a summer.

What’s the purpose of evaluation? Not to fire teachers, not to demonize

I remember sitting on the floor with a girl while she cried. She felt she’d never

mistakes. It’s to help them improve, to be reflective. That’s the conversation we

get it. I asked her, “Do you trust me? Because you can do this, I know you can.”

have to have in this country. We need transformative models. That’s what will

She was a young lady no one took very seriously. And then one day she gave

improve outcomes for students.

an answer very beautifully, very thoughtfully, and the whole class stopped and
listened. She knew it. It was the first time she knew she knew. It’s a moment! It
happens.
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Sophia Faridi

6th grade, language arts

Indian Ridge Middle School,
Broward County Public Schools
Davie, Florida

8

Years in
education

• Recipient, Excellence in Teaching Excel Award, Jeb Bush
Foundation for Excellence

When Sophia Faridi went to college, she majored in journalism and
planned to become a reporter. But over time she thought about how
much she valued her own education and found that teaching would
give her the opportunity to share her knowledge and passion for
writing. In her classroom she brings up current events and topics
relevant to her students so they can connect reading and writing
skills to the world around them. She’s always questioning herself
and revising her teaching throughout the day and the school year.
Complacency, Faridi says, takes the freshness out of the classroom.
When I’m not working

I run and do yoga
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For relaxation

I like to read a good book
at the beach

If I wasn’t a teacher

I’d be a journalist

Sophia Faridi says …
On Teachers’ perspectives

On New Evaluation Systems

Teaching is like a performance, a dance. You have to be prepared, but you also

The most valuable feedback for a teacher is specific. In past years, there was just

have to be quick on your feet. No one tells you that when you’re becoming a

a checklist—you did this, you didn’t do that. It was a one-shot observation and

teacher, and you can’t really plan for every question you’ll get or how to redirect

not very helpful. Evaluations should be recurring. Everyone has good and bad

your class when a lesson isn’t going the way you

days, but if the administrator is continually observing you throughout the year,

thought it would. When I first became a teacher,

Teaching is like

I felt so overwhelmed, working until midnight

a performance, a

if it is honest. A school is a community. The teachers are there for each other to

thought it would be. But someone told me it

dance. You have

evaluating their peers. Having a teacher from another school evaluate me would

would get better, and it’s true. If you stick with

to be prepared,

be more useful. Test scores can’t be ignored as a part of the evaluation. Sure,

to teach, if you’re not afraid to change and learn

but you also have

your students are progressing, if they’re showing gains in their test scores, then

from your mistakes, it does get better. You can’t

to be quick on

every night, and it was much harder than I ever

it, if you have that “with-it-ness” and the drive

worry about the things that go wrong each day.
You’ll improve every day, every year.

your feet.

There are many times when I don’t feel confident as a teacher. After I’ve been
doing this for 35 years, I’ll still be asking myself the same question: “How can I
do better?” But when I see my students make dramatic progress, that gives me
confidence. When they start enjoying themselves in class, when it becomes a
challenge rather than a frustration, when they display a certain curiosity, then I
know they’re getting it.

it gives a more well-rounded picture. Having peer evaluation is helpful, but only
give support and guidance, so it makes it difficult for them to be unbiased when

there are socioeconomic factors that come into play, but at the end of the day, if
something is happening right.

On Common Core
Our district has adopted a new curriculum for language arts called Springboard.
It’s aligned with the Common Core State Standards, and it demands more
focus on text-dependent questions, more writing based on texts, and higherlevel thinking skills. It connects literature to writing, reading, and speaking in
a fluent line as opposed to treating them as separate entities. We’re just at the
beginning, but as teachers become more and more trained in the Common
Core, they’ll be including writing across all subjects. We’re beginning to see a
higher level of engagement from the students. I’m spending more time one-onone with students and less time lecturing. It’s a positive change.
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leadership
Principals, district administrators, and teachers
themselves all take on a variety of leadership roles in
our schools. But the principal still shapes the quality
and character of a school; great schools are led by great
principals.
Teachers look to their principals for a vision for their school and a clear sense of mission to guide them
as they serve students, say TAC teachers. They want principals to translate the latest initiatives, helping
transform educational standards and policies into practical information for the classroom. And they
need principals to be a buffer against distractions—the latest pedagogic cure-all or central office

What I really need
from a principal is to
be empowered to do
what I do. … A good
principal will remove
roadblocks—practices,
holdups, even people—
that get in the way of
kids achieving more.
Kathryn Gillespie, 11th and 12th grade, math
Bloomington, Illinois

mandate—that can steer schools off track.
TAC teachers also look to their principals to be their instructional partners. They respect
administrators who don’t micromanage but who are present in the classroom enough to provide
meaningful feedback about where teachers excel and where they can improve. Principals don’t have
to be masters in all content areas, but they should recognize whether teachers are getting students to
think critically and be engaged in their learning.
Principals can’t do it all. Teachers are assuming new leadership roles as instructional coaches, teacher
evaluators, and even co-principals of schools. Teachers lead outside the classroom as well, serving on
educational boards, committees, and initiatives and in teachers’ unions, all with an eye to improving
the educational practices among all teachers and outcomes for kids.

We can’t expect [principals] to be
content masters in every area they
oversee. But if we give them the
tools to evaluate things that are
tied into teaching students how to
think critically … the principal can
be really effective in bringing up the
performance of teachers and the
academic success of students.
Susan Keyock, High school, special education
and technology coordinator
The Bronx, New York
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I think there
actually needs
to be two
principals—
one who keeps
the building
running and one
who focuses
on what’s
going on in the
classroom.
Lisa Suomi, Middle school, instructional coach
Arvada, Colorado

I wish evaluations also included what we contribute outside the
classroom, especially in leadership roles. … It matters when teachers
are recognized for doing the things that help more teachers become
better teachers and more students learn. It should count.
Kathryn Gillespie, 11th and 12th grade, math
Bloomington, Illinois

I’ve worked with many
different principals,
and the ones that have
been effective are
those that have a vision
and plan for the school.
Phil Gerlach, 8th grade, English
Los Angeles, California

It’s also important
to me to have school
leadership that I
admire and trust.
A principal who
listens and responds
to my concerns and
ideas makes all the
difference.
Mary Wasiak, High school biology for English
language learners
Austin, Texas

Our district—and I imagine districts nationally—suffers tremendously from campus leaders who lack the
capacity to understand good instruction beyond high test scores.
Benjamin Hernandez, Project manager, Formative Assessment Initiative
Houston, Texas
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Steven P. Farley

Middle school, science

Hill Campus of Arts and Sciences,
Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado

23

Years in
education

• Science department chair
• Peer assistance team
• Representative, Denver Classroom Teachers Association

Steven Farley holds principal and superintendent licenses in his
native Colorado, but after a brief midcareer stint as an administrator,
he returned to the classroom and has remained there ever since.
Shadowing a superintendent as part of his training sparked an
interest in the big picture of school reform, which has led to roles in
the Denver Classroom Teachers Association and as a district-level
peer assistant. “I’m still getting my opportunities to lead and serve,”
Farley says.
Favorite book

Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance
by Robert M. Pirsig
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my father taught me

how to build a home,
from concrete to
shingles

Guilty pleasure

riding bikes—the kind
with motors

For relaxation

I play music

Steven P. Farley says …
On Leadership

On New Evaluation Systems

While I was working toward my superintendent license, I got to live in the vest

The evolution of pay-for-performance here has been interesting. The problem

pocket of a superintendent in a small district in Colorado. Finding out what

with most appraisal systems is that they show you where you’re weak and where

makes a school and district tick gave me an eye into something important.

you’re strong, but they don’t necessarily show you how to improve. I know what

Superintendent and principal turnover is

my strengths and weaknesses are, and I chip away at the weaknesses—but I also

astronomical, and whenever you get someone

Former

new in a system, they have to make their mark

administrator now

a big advantage because it’s not just a rubric but a thorough battery that includes

though, it takes time to get their minds around

leads from the

quality of your peer observer is critical—their training is the key.

a new curriculum or program, and you run the

classroom.

immediately. From the teachers’ point of view,

risk of burning them out. The role of principals

work to hide them. Denver’s Leading Effective Academic Practice program has
teacher and student behaviors to emulate. You don’t get to hide much. The

On Raising the Bar on Learning

is critical. They act as a buffer and an interpreter. They take the latest initiative

I’ve been a peer assistant and mentor, and what I’ve seen is that discipline

and adapt it to true educational practice. The principal as an instructional leader

is what makes or breaks new teachers—but discipline doesn’t necessarily

knows what good instruction looks like and how to foster it.

mean “discipline.” This is a relationship-based profession. Teachers need to

On Common Core

forge relationships so it’s obvious that they care about students while they
concurrently make demands of them; it’s the balance that every new teacher

The Common Core is a paradigm shift. A lot of teachers are content-driven—

has to strike. With hard work, training, and a little bit of luck, teachers hit a

they know biology, they know history. Process and product are weighted equally

breakthrough where they’re teaching kids and the class is humming—it’s often

in the Common Core. Science teachers also walk the line between discovery,

like an epiphany. Midway through my third year, I had the kids on a writing

which is clumsy at times, and being content experts, like the teachers in “The

assignment where they were sharing ideas with each other, and I realized I

Wonder Years,” who knew their stuff but were dull. Quality teaching is all about

could have stepped out of the room for 10 minutes and learning would continue

balance.

to go on. That’s when I hit nirvana.
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Carl Finer

Middle school, English and journalism

Animo Jefferson Charter Middle
School, Green Dot Public Schools
Los Angeles, California

9

Years in
education

• Department chair, English
• Writing fellow, UCLA Writing Project
• Coach, Students Run L.A.

Carl Finer thought the last thing he wanted was a career in education.
But in college, he felt drawn to “bigger picture” issues, such as equal
opportunity. Then while volunteering for Big Brothers Big Sisters, the
boy he mentored encouraged him to give teaching a shot. He joined
Teach For America and is now working in his third school in south Los
Angeles. His most rewarding experience has been training at-risk
students for the L.A. Marathon.

Favorite travel spot

Glacier National Park
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Favorite novel

Reservation Blues
by Sherman Alexie

Favorite movie

“Demolition Man”

Trait I most admire in my students

humor

Carl Finer says …
On collaboration and FEEDBACK

classroom picks a controversial topic, and we have students annotate articles on

I spent the first few years as a teacher just figuring out my head from my tail.

it and analyze it. There are no magic workbooks, no magic computer programs.

I got completely run over. I was really timid. I was bombarded with so much

This is what they need to be able to do—read a lot, understand what they are

information when I started that I didn’t know what to make of it. What I needed

reading, and be able to write about it.

most was for someone to say, “Just pick one thing
and go do it.” Now, with new teachers, I try to get

Understanding

them to understand the big picture so they can

the big picture

I don’t know if the Common Core is changing my classroom that much. I

see what the big idea is.

and setting

are going anyway. I’ve always just had my kids write essays a lot. I was always

What lifts me up is someone saying, “I know

instructional

willing to let go of some of the other less essential stuff—like drilling grammar

you’ve tried this. It worked pretty well. Can you

priorities.

about it.

make sense of competing advice. I want them to

share it with someone else?” I’m not looking for

Teacher of the Year or that type of individual recognition, but I think people
really do want an opportunity to feel like what they’re doing can be applied to
a whole school and beyond, to feel like they are working on something bigger
than just what happens in their classroom.

On teachers’ perspectives
There is a lot expected of teachers. Sometimes I feel like I’m expected to do
20 things, and I have time to do about six. There is always a tug-of-war over
this program or that initiative, and that has really been compounded with all
the different reform efforts and movements. You end up being torn in a lot of

On Common Core
naturally brought in magazine articles, nonfiction, and that is the way things

rules—if I felt my kids were doing interesting, meaningful things and writing

On Leadership
I’ve always been skeptical of the obsession over management structures. At
the end of the day, you need good leadership, and that can happen in a lot of
different ways. With L.A. Unified, I like that charter-like reforms are starting
within the district itself—like being able to control who you hire. For all the talk
about how to fire the worst teachers, how do we put the focus on what good
teaching looks like and helping the vast majority of solid teachers improve? I
think the Common Core helps with that. The idea that you just close your door
and do what you want is gone, and that is a good thing.

different directions. In my school now, we have a focus, and I like that. We’ve
pared much of our instruction back to authentic literacy. Every teacher in every
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Phil Gerlach

8th grade, English

Edwin Markham Middle School,
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, California

15

Years in
education

•
•
•
•
•

School leadership team
Task force on grading policies, LAUSD
Teacher Advisory Board, Educators 4 Excellence-Los Angeles
National Board Certification in English
2010 Nathaniel Narbonne High School Teacher of the Year

After completing his Master of Divinity at Boston University, Phil
Gerlach decided against becoming a preacher. While running youth
programs for several churches, he found he was committed to social
justice. He joined Teach For America, began his career in Compton,
California, and immediately realized that teaching was his passion.
He loves being around middle school kids because they are funny
and thoughtful. The great thing about teaching English, he says, is
that students learn to express their thoughts and feelings in a safe
environment.
Favorite song

“Iris” by the Goo Goo Dolls
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Favorite travel spot

Yosemite National Park

When I’m not working

I love spending time with
my family

Phil Gerlach says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

around lessons and videotape my classroom. It forces me to plan my teaching

On the first day of school, I look at my students’ faces, and I see potential. I

units, think about assessments, and utilize backwards-mapping—where you

believe all of them can succeed. Their passion and energy gives me hope. I’m

work backwards from the end goal to design instruction. This process builds the

confident that teaching is inherently valuable and that all kids can learn.

structure for my classroom, which helps improve my effectiveness.

As a teacher, I bring up a concept several times
and give my students several opportunities to

Believing in

On Collaboration and FEEDBACK

show they comprehend. I’m a believer in multiple

students’ ability

Peer collaboration has also helped me be an effective teacher. At my school

assessments—formal, informal, talking with a

to learn—on day

by department and by grade level. The time together has given us a common

partner, quick writes, short answers, essays, and

we’ve implemented small learning communities. Teachers meet once a week

multiple choice. The various methods allow me to

one of class and

language and purpose and helped to strengthen instruction.

measure progress throughout the school year and

beyond.

Being on the board of Educators 4 Excellence (E4E) has been tremendously

to change my instruction if necessary.

valuable as well. Many times we feel isolated as teachers, but with E4E I have the
opportunity to see education in a broader context. There are many important

On Professional Development

discussions taking place around reforms like teacher tenure and evaluation, but

Great teaching is about reflecting on what you’ve done, changing it up, and

often the rational middle is left out of the conversation. With E4E, teachers have

improving. In my English classes, I’ll try a story, and if it works, I’ll add it to my

the opportunity to talk about reforms in a reflective and respectful way, with the

repertoire. If it doesn’t, I’ll look for something else. Teaching is a craft, and I am

possibility of bringing positive change.

a work in progress. I’m constantly striving to improve and meet the needs of
my current students. The kids I had 14 years ago are not the same as the kids today,

On Leadership

so I have to change in order to be effective. Moving to different grade levels every

I’ve worked with many different principals, and the ones that have been effective

few years keeps my teaching fresh, too. I’ve taught 7th, 9th, and now 8th grade. The

are those that have a vision and plan for the school. They’ve also thought about

standards are similar, but the kids are a little different from grade to grade.

how to best utilize the financial resources and staff to make it happen. Schools

One of the best things I’ve done that’s helped me grow professionally is to

languish when there’s no vision.

become National Board Certified. I received my certification in 2004, and I’m
starting the process this year to renew it. To renew, I have to create a portfolio
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Kathryn Gillespie

11th and 12th grade, math

Bloomington High School,
District 87
Bloomington, Illinois

37

Years in
education

•
•
•
•
•

Department chair, math
ASCD
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
National Education Association
Bloomington Education Association

In 2012, nearly a third of the Illinois State Scholars at Bloomington
High School named Kathryn Gillespie the teacher who had had the
most positive bearing on their educational success. In addition to the
magic she works in the classroom, she’s assumed leadership roles
at her school and with state and national organizations in an effort to
widen her impact on student learning and help other teachers improve
their teaching practice.

Favorite food

bananas
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my mother gave me

stories to live by

trait i most admire in my students

the courage to ask

guilty pleasure

beer

Kathryn Gillespie says …
On Common Core

I read about what’s happening in other schools around the country, and the

We are deep into the changes the Common Core State Standards are bringing.

thing I like is the collaborative conversation. As we go through the process of

The idea of standards is great, but implementation is full of challenges.

trying to figure this out, there is so much opportunity for reflection, although

Sometimes I want to beat my head against a wall. As department chair, my job is

I’m a little nervous about how it will play out in teacher evaluations. Classroom

to understand the standards and work with others

observation by the principal is still where the rubber meets the road, but it only

to get the entire school on board. About half my

Teachers’

teachers are approaching retirement, and a new

leadership—

set of standards is the last thing they want to deal
with. So I work a lot with younger teachers—

invaluable. Why

they want to be better every day. I value all the

not recognize and

teachers, and I elevate those I can. I water the
flowers, not the rocks, as the saying goes.

reward it?

On New Evaluation Systems
We do grades in this district, but we’re also trying to do something more
meaningful. We’re trying to get students to do their own assessments and be
able to say what their own strengths and weaknesses are. We don’t show them
a grade until after they’ve done this; if they see a grade on a paper, they won’t
look any further. We ask them to reflect on their work and their outcomes. The
kids are noticing these changes; they’re taking more responsibility for their own
growth and learning. The student analysis piece is an add-on right now, but
eventually it will count in measuring student growth.

goes so far. The day is coming with teacher evaluations when we’ll use more of
the student growth model. A lot of work needs to be done before we are able to
do that well.
I wish evaluations also included what we contribute outside the classroom,
especially in leadership roles. I spend a third of my day with students and the
rest of my time in various leadership roles, without that being recognized.
It matters when teachers are recognized for doing the things that help more
teachers become better teachers and more students learn. It should count.

On Leadership
What I really need from a principal is to be empowered to do what I do. My
current principal is humble enough to know he has room for improvement,
and he works at it. He has given me time and resources to get initiatives going.
He believes I know what is best for the kids. A good principal will remove
roadblocks—practices, holdups, even people—that get in the way of kids
achieving more. A perfect principal is someone with whom I could have a
reflective conversation about our vision. I just wish I had an administrator who
could invent an extra day in the week for me!
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Kenneth B. Haines

President, Prince George’s County
Educators’ Association

Prince George’s County
Educators’ Association
Forestville, Maryland

30

Years in
education

• Trustee, Maryland State Retirement and Pension System
• Principal member, Teacher Union Reform Network

After he dropped out of high school, Kenneth Haines enlisted in the
U.S. Navy, where he trained incoming seamen and discovered he had a
gift for teaching. After the military, he went back to school and focused
on his true passion, foreign languages. He combined his knack for
languages with his desire to teach and became a high school French
teacher, a job he held for 25 years. Haines left the classroom recently
to serve as president of his union, the local National Education
Association affiliate. From dropout to union president, he says, it’s
been quite a journey.

Favorite food

jambalaya
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Favorite travel spot

Athens, Greece

Favorite movie

“The Return of Martin Guerre”

Kenneth B. Haines says …
On raising the bar on learning

On professional development

On the first day of my methods class in graduate school, the instructor told

I am a firm believer that professional development needs to change in a huge

us the secret to good teaching is planning. He told us that one can’t ever plan

way. The one-size-fits-all sessions for 120 professionals in a room, where you

enough. Effective teachers need to plan until they have more activities than can

talk to them for four hours and think they are going to go in their classroom

be done in any given day.

and implement anything they’ve seen or heard, is absolutely insane. When you

My classes always had to have 70 percent of

What’s effective

the students performing a skill at 70 percent

professional

proficiency before moving on. It was always about
breaking down a skill and making sure that, at

development?

the end of the day, I could do a brief assessment

Teachers

that demonstrated acquisition of the desired skill.
That way I would have a skill to build on the next

learning from

day. Assessment of student learning occurred on

each other.

a daily basis.

go in for surgery, there are always a couple of other doctors in the room who
are in training. They stand and watch, and eventually the surgeon says, “I want
you to do this part of the procedure.” We’ve got to make teaching much more
like that. We’ve got to get teachers more in the mode of seeing others teach
effectively and reflecting on what they see and then implementing specific skills
in their professional repertoire piecemeal over time. Instead of telling teachers
how to teach, we need to show them how to teach.

On technology in the classroom
I’m concerned about technology. I hear about people who want to use

For every minute you’re in the classroom, you have to plan for a minute, and

computers to replace teachers. Computers can be effective tutors, but they

you have to assess learning for a minute. So if I have children for 245 minutes

are not teachers. Instead, teachers need to use computers to enhance and add

a day, that’s more than 700 minutes. The first two or three years, I was trying

to what they do but not replace it. For example, if I had a student who was

to subsist on four hours of sleep a night. I was looking at 11- to 12-hour days

having trouble picking up vocabulary words, I’d say, “You need to go back and

almost every single day. I’m a workaholic by nature and never really minded the

do exercises on the computer while I work with other students.” I set up the

hours, but there’s a fundamental misunderstanding in this nation about how

computers like tutorial stations.

much time it takes to teach well. No one sees you at your computer working
on a PowerPoint presentation until some godforsaken hour of the morning or
grading papers all weekend long. The vast majority of the public needs to see
just what the teacher’s day really comprises.
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Benjamin Hernandez

Project manager, Formative
Assessment Initiative

Houston Independent
School District
Houston, Texas

13

Years in
education

• 2010–11 Recruitment Fellow, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
• District Advisory Committee
• Measures of Student Learning work group

What Ben Hernandez loved most in his years of teaching physical
education, kindergarten, and 5th grade were the relationships he
formed with both students and teachers. He even named his son
after a student he had during his first year teaching kindergarten.
Hernandez spent a year as a teacher development specialist in
Houston Independent School District’s (HISD) Apollo 20 program,
working with a group of low-performing, high-priority schools.
Hernandez was recently picked to roll out the use of a test question
item bank, which he says he is determined to keep from becoming a
“worksheet generator.”
Favorite travel spot

my backyard
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Favorite movie

“Cool Hand Luke”

Trait I most admire in a principal

ethics

Benjamin Hernandez says …
On Professional Development

strategies, with all the different ways to deliver, it’s all about how well you

I have been motivated by service. We are so completed, more fully human when

communicate. The focus is now on learning, as opposed to teaching. For a

we serve. True justice is providing the most for those who have the least. That is

while, it was how pretty the lesson was or whether the presentation followed a

why I chose where I taught and why I stay in HISD.

particular model or lesson template. But the move is to focus on learning and

While working in professional development,
my goal wasn’t to shove new strategies down my

that is really wise. I’m not teaching if students aren’t learning.

Feeling a sense

teachers’ throats. I tried to convince them that

of urgency about

they were their own best resource. The most

serving those

powerful tool was getting them to reflect on their
own practice. That’s the first step in bringing

who have the

about changes in instruction.

least.

On teachers’ perspectives
We can’t ignore compensation. I don’t like that these leadership opportunities

On Leadership
What makes a strong principal is a strong instructional understanding. There is no
way around that. They are not business managers. They are instructional leaders.
Our district—and I imagine districts nationally—suffers tremendously from
campus leaders who lack the capacity to understand good instruction beyond high
test scores. If a school is failing, it’s not because of bad teachers. If you look at a
business that is failing, who is blamed? It’s certainly not the stockers or the cashiers:
It’s the leaders. In education, we’re blaming the wrong people.

for teachers are being offered without significant changes in compensation.

At the district level, the biggest challenge is getting those in the central

We should put all the money we are using toward all these education reform

office to feel the same sense of urgency that teachers feel. Many of them

initiatives toward increasing the base pay of teachers. We don’t need more

have lost connections to the classroom. An epiphany I had working in

resources. Our district is drowning in resources. We need teachers to be paid at

central administration is that the managerial revolution that occurred in the

the level of other professions.

’90s, emphasizing treating employees well, didn’t happen in education. For
many in school administration there is a lack of appreciation of teaching as

On raising the bar on learning

important work. It’s more than just important: If we can’t educate students

Effective teachers understand that the students we interact with deserve

competitively, then we’re all going to suffer for it in this country. There is a lack

opportunities as good as those we had or better. The most important skill for

of understanding of that in our society and among other educators.

a teacher is the ability to communicate effectively. With all the instructional
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New Evaluation
Systems

Measuring student growth,

Most teachers, policymakers, and teachers’ unions

teaching profession.

now recognize that teachers’ performance should be
evaluated, but the question remains: What kind of
evaluation systems can best help teachers affect student
achievement?
Many TAC teachers agree that student achievement data should be a factor in evaluation, but they
also raise concerns about how data will be used: to fire teachers or help them improve? Teachers know
firsthand that children do not arrive in the classroom on equal footing. How will policymakers take
these inequalities into account when designing new teacher evaluation systems? Teachers want useful
and ongoing input from their principals and peers, with transparent evaluation results that confirm
strengths and provide practical ways to improve practice—no surprises and an opportunity for selfreflection. But what tools and training will evaluators have and what ongoing support will be provided
based on the assessment? These are some of the key questions, and teachers want to have a voice in
answering them.

done really well, has the highest
potential to revolutionize the
Dru Davison, Chair of arts education
Memphis, Tennessee

I love that the students have a voice in
our evaluation. Even if it counts for a
small amount, they are in my room more
than anyone else.
Brittany Clark, High school, English
Memphis, Tennessee

Self-assessments and peer reviews
should also be part of the mix, especially
if the peer reviews are conducted by
someone who has experience teaching
the same grade level. Who better to
observe teachers than other teachers,
especially those who are familiar with the
curriculum?
Mark Sandy, 4th grade, reading and social studies,
Mount Rainier, Maryland
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The problem with most
appraisal systems is that they
show you where you’re weak
and where you’re strong, but

What’s the purpose of evaluation? Not to fire teachers, not to demonize
mistakes. It’s to help them improve. To be reflective. That’s the
conversation we have to have in this country. We need transformative
models. That’s what will improve outcomes for students.
Cate Dossetti, 11th grade, English
Fresno, California

they don’t necessarily show
you how to improve.
Steven P. Farley, Middle school, science
Denver, Colorado

There is a camp that
wants to use it to
determine who to fire and
a camp that is about what
to make better.
Andrew Vega, 8th grade, English language arts
Boston, Massachusetts

Right now it’s just the principals
and instructional coaches doing
evaluation; that’s the biggest obstacle,
the bottleneck. We have to train more
people to see and collect evidence,
draw consistent and fair conclusions,
help you find resources, and point out
the things you don’t even realize you
need.
Keith Dell’Aquila, 7th grade, humanities
Los Angeles, California

Evaluations should be
recurring. Everyone
has good and bad days,
but if the administrator
is continually observing
you throughout the
year, it gives a more
well-rounded picture.
Sophia Faridi, 6th grade, language arts
Davie, Florida

Good teachers need to be taught to be self-reflective. That has been the most valuable form of
evaluation for me. … I need test data to know how my students are doing, so I definitely think
test scores should be part of any evaluation. They’re a part of the puzzle, but not the only piece.
Patrick Sprinkle, High school, American government and economics
New York, New York
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Christian Hill

Teacher recruiter, science, technology,
engineering, and math

Guilford County Schools
Greensboro, North Carolina

6

• School leadership team

Years in
education

An accelerated route to licensure took Christian Hill from college to
the classroom. Now, after five years as a high school social studies
teacher, he’s recruiting science, technology, engineering, and math
teachers for his North Carolina district through an alternative
certification program that targets college students in these highdemand subject areas. “Now I’m presenting the district to college
students who can bring a missing piece to our classrooms,” he says.
Hill, a former college football player, also serves as a head coach of a
middle school team that averages 48 points a game.
When I’m not working

I’m a middle school
football coach
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Trait I most admire in my students

passion

favorite movie

“Rocky III”

Christian Hill says …
On teachers’ perspectives

sometimes get stuck in our practices, and then something like the Common

In my new position, I present our district to universities, particularly those with

Core comes along and you have to change what you’re doing. It keeps you from

a high number of minorities, to bring them to the classroom to better serve our

getting complacent.

students. We have a lot of teachers who are not highly qualified in their specific
subject—biology majors teaching earth science,
for example. I’m going to chemistry majors to
ask them to come to our classrooms and teach
chemistry. It will raise the rigor in our classrooms

Raising
classroom rigor

and raise the level of highly qualified teachers.

by recruiting

To me, one of the major goals of education

teachers with a

reform is providing effective teachers so students

subject-specific

may grow. I was a big supporter of No Child Left
Behind because, as a new teacher, it provided

knowledge base.

me with relevant information. We took a school
from low-performing status to being named a School of Excellence. That’s real
growth, and it validated for me that this is the profession I need to be in. A lot

On Raising the Bar on Learning
I taught at two middle college high schools where students start taking
college courses in the second semester of their freshman year. It gave me the
opportunity to dig deeper into the curriculum because the smaller class sizes
provided a more intimate setting. A lot of the students might not have grown
in a traditional school setting—perhaps they were shy or standoffish and they
could not excel in a classroom of 30. They excelled socially and educationally in
a middle college school. The great thing about these high schools is that there’s
a tunnel vision of college. You’re on a college campus, so you’re exposed to it
all the time. My last year teaching, we had a 100 percent graduation rate, and
students—particularly African American males—were going to the colleges of
their choice. It was a defining moment for my career.

of people fight against teaching to the test—I didn’t teach to the test. I raised the

To me, the biggest piece about teaching is building relationships, taking students

level and expectations in my classrooms so students would be competitive.

who are less engaged and trying to figure out what enthuses them. Coaching
is an extension of the classroom when it’s done right—I provide rigor for my

On Common Core

athletes so they grow in football as well as in the classroom. For me, I can have a

I know the Common Core will help us grow our students to be highly

bad day, come to work, and as soon as I hit the classroom, it turns on. It’s almost

competitive in the 21st century. This goes to the whole model of my position—

like I’m playing football in the classroom with the same excitement and passion.

bringing in passionate, qualified educators to teach in key areas and not having
them far removed from what’s going on in their subject areas. As teachers, we
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Jesse Jeff

4th grade

Delano Optional School,
Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

14

Years in
education

• School ambassador and chairman of tenure review team,
Teacher Effectiveness Initiative
• School marketing committee
• Board member, elementary director, and liaison to constitutional
and bylaws committee, Memphis Education Association

As a deputy sheriff in East St. Louis, Jesse Jeff grew weary of taking
kids to the penitentiary. As time went by, they kept getting younger.
Hoping to reach kids before they took to the streets, Jeff moved to
Memphis, where he had spent much of his youth, and became a
teacher. After nearly 14 years in the classroom, he’s learned that being
a good educator requires perseverance. There will be many obstacles
and conflicting agendas, he says, but if teaching is a true calling,
“don’t give up and continue to do the right thing.”
Trait I most admire in my students

determination
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My mother gave me

a strong work ethic

My father gave me

a strong will

If I wasn’t a teacher

I would be a lawyer

Jesse Jeff says …
On teachers’ perspectives

school. In an exercise right before graduation, he had all of us sit down and

The thing I love most about teaching is the look of astonishment in children’s

close our eyes, and he made us visualize ourselves in our own home, going to

eyes when they finally get what I’m trying to teach. You can actually see the light

our own refrigerator, going to our own bedroom, getting in our car, and going

come on. You know whether they’re getting it through assessments, but when

to our own job. Growing up in poverty in East St. Louis, it was real powerful

you’re in the classroom giving a lesson, you can

for me to actually visualize myself going to my refrigerator and getting what I

Visualization

wanted out of it, or using my telephone, going to my bathroom, going out to my

and real-world

garage in my house. He didn’t say apartment. He said house.

scenarios

That had a big influence on me, and that’s why I try to do the same thing. I have

children, and you must believe in your heart that

help students

After we study for the test all week, I have everyone put their pencil down. I tell

all children can be successful. Knowing I’m in a

succeed.

tell because they get excited. You can feel it, you
can see it, and they tell you. They say, “Oh, Mr.
Jeff, I got it now!”
To be effective, you must have an innate love for

position to make a difference in the lives of my

my students close their eyes and see themselves doing well on their assessments.
them to close their eyes and breathe deeply for a minute, and then I say, “I want
you to visualize yourself opening the test.” I tell them to imagine looking at the

students—the difference being a life of education

test. Then I have them say, “Oh, Mr. Jeff, I didn’t know it was going to be this

and endless possibility as opposed to a life of incarceration and poverty—is

easy!” I have them say, “Mr. Jeff, I know all the answers to this test! Mr. Jeff, I got

what propels me to get out of bed and allows me to stay the course.

a hundred!”

On Raising the Bar on Learning

On Common Core

Two of my favorite techniques are visualization and real-world scenarios. I like

I also try to raise the bar for them by asking open-ended questions. I tell them,

to relate the lesson or text to situations that have occurred in my life. Once I

“You can’t just give me the answer. I want to know why. What made you think of

share my experiences, it disarms my students and allows them to open up. I

it that way?” You can never go too deep, especially with the Common Core.

also draw on something I learned from one of my homeroom teachers in high
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Anne Keith

Instructional coach

Bozeman Public Schools
Bozeman, Montana

19

Years in
education

•
•
•
•

2010 Montana Teacher of the Year
2008 Presidential Award for Excellence in Math
NEA Commission on Effective Teachers and Teaching
National Board Certification in early adolescent mathematics

The valedictorian of her graduating class, Anne Keith was told by
adults that she was too smart to be a teacher. She heeded their advice
and went into business—and hated it. So Keith, who as a little girl
would set up her dolls and play school, pursued her dream job and
still finds it to be an “amazing adventure.” Serving in a new role as an
instructional coach, she believes teachers learn best from each other.
Keith says it’s an exciting time to be a teacher and sees changes on
the horizon that will improve education for all students.

When I’m not working

I hang out with my family
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Favorite travel spot

Italy

Guilty pleasure

dark chocolate

Last time I was on a bike

I did a triathlon

Anne Keith says …
On Technology in the Classroom

On Common Core

If Abraham Lincoln woke up from his grave, he’d be shocked to see cell phones,

With the Common Core, the greatest change for me in the math world is that

cars, and televisions. But he’d walk into a school and say, “Oh, this is school.”

we’re now putting more of the ownership on the students. The old model was

Even though we have some technology, the setup—with the teacher in front

“I’m going to pour all this knowledge into your heads.” But kids have to come to

and the kids in rows—is still the same. With this design also comes the lockstep

an understanding and explain it to one another. If there are five different ways to

learning that we put kids into. Why do we think that kids are going to learn the

get to the same answer, then that’s totally fine.

same things at the same time?

The world is

I also see the Common Core slowing down the pace. We’ve had these huge,

We are told to embed technology into learning,

changing. Students

thick math textbooks and teachers were trying to march through them. I think

computer lab. And kids can’t bring their own

need to learn in

When they are released, a teacher will be able to say, “If this is what they expect

laptops into the high school because we’re

new ways. So do

but teachers still have to reserve the one

told it will overload the system. Kids are
changing, and we’re not changing fast enough

teachers.

the assessments that accompany the Common Core will be a game changer.
my fourth grader to do, this is how I need to change my game plan.”

On Collaboration and FEEDBACK

as educators to meet their needs. Kids walk

Teachers need to be learning in a new way. We need to collaborate more and

around with more technology in their pockets than in some of our classrooms.

teach each other. The way it is now, your first year of teaching could look

But we tell them to turn it off and keep it in their lockers. That’s disturbing to

identical to your 30th year of teaching. You can stay in the same room and

me. Our system has not changed rapidly, and that is a huge barrier. If I were in

do the same thing. Many teachers feel the only way to move up is to go into

charge of the world, I would start over. We would not have isolated teachers and

administration. We need more hybrid roles for teachers to take on more

isolated classrooms. There would be more fluidity. We would redesign our entire

leadership while keeping a foot in the classroom. That is why our district started

system and building structures.

instructional coaches. I wanted to try something different, but I don’t think
I’ll do this forever. I really miss my own classroom and my kids. I don’t say I’m
going to go back to the classroom. I’m going to go forward to the classroom
because I’ll be a totally different teacher than I was two years ago.
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Susan Keyock

High school, special education
and technology coordinator

The Metropolitan High School,
New York City Department of
Education
The Bronx, New York

12

Years in
education

• Teacher fellow, Hope Street Group
• School captain, Educators 4 Excellence

Susan Keyock never wanted to be a teacher, but a stint babysitting a child
with autism and a year volunteering for adults with disabilities in Spain
led to a career teaching children with severe disabilities. Starting in
Denver, Keyock pushed to integrate her students into general education
classrooms, at the same time discovering that technology held great
potential for all learners. Now at a neighborhood high school in the
Bronx, Keyock is involved in Educators 4 Excellence, an organization that
elevates the teacher voice in policy discussions. “Teachers need to take
ownership of the profession and offer solutions,” she says.

Favorite travel spot

Spain, especially Barcelona
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Favorite book

Oryx and Crake
by Margaret Atwood

Trait I most admire in my students

their determination to graduate,
no matter what

Susan Keyock says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

principal can be really effective in bringing up the performance of teachers and

I learned early on that so much of the resistance to kids with disabilities is

the academic success of students. That’s a piece of evaluation that could have a

due to fear—fear of failure, fear of a teacher’s ability to control and educate

huge impact, as opposed to a framework about what I have on my walls. Who

them. One of the biggest victories I had was

cares what I have on my walls? I want to get better as a teacher.

with a student with Prader-Willi syndrome who

A super-idealistic

was brought into a fabulous history teacher’s

mindset to

class. One day, the teacher put up her top kids’
posters in the hallway, and one of them was this

change the world.

On Technology in the Classroom
When I started teaching, I hated computers. My first exposure to technology
in the classroom was kids using assistive devices to communicate. But I was

student’s. The other teacher and I both stood

exposed to software to help kids with targeted practice that was really engaging,

there and cried.

like a game. At the click of a button, teachers can differentiate an activity for
all students. Everyone is working nonstop for 50 minutes because they all have

On New Evaluation Systems

work on their level that is just challenging enough. Students need choices in

For me, it was good to come into the classroom with a super-idealistic mindset

how they learn and what they learn and technology gives us those options. It

that I was going to change the world. In Denver, my ignorance of how things

takes away teaching to the middle.

worked was a plus when I got involved with the pilot and development of the
ProComp teacher evaluation system—how it was the beginning of really giving

On teachers’ perspectives

people specific, targeted feedback. One thing I’ve learned is that principals have

The thing that keeps me up at night is the lack of reach we have as teachers.

so much on their plates—we can’t expect them to be content masters in every

Children come from situations that are almost inhumane. We need to look

area they oversee. But if we give them the tools to evaluate things that are tied

at partnerships where we can develop wraparound services where kids and

into teaching students how to think critically, like questioning techniques, it

families get medical care and parents can get an education as well. It’s hard to be

doesn’t matter if the teacher is talking about physics or The Scarlet Letter—the

poor, and even providing students with food is huge.
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Ryan Kinser

Middle school, English

Walker Middle Magnet School,
Hillsborough County Public Schools
Odessa, Florida

8

Years in
education

•
•
•
•

Teacherpreneur, Center for Teaching Quality
District trainer, curriculum consultant, and department head
Finalist, 2010 Hillsborough County Teacher of the Year
Writer, Teacher and SEEN magazines and TransformEd blog

Ryan Kinser, always an insatiable learner, sees teaching as an
opportunity to continue growing and learning. This year he has a
hybrid role: He’s teaching part-time and serving as one of six Center
for Teaching Quality “teacherpreneurs” from around the United
States. In this position, he conducts education policy research, talks to
stakeholders, and leads changes in teacher evaluation and Common
Core implementation. He’s excited about this opportunity to mentor
other teachers while still being able to hone his craft in the classroom.
Favorite food

buffalo wings
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Favorite movie

“Legends of the Fall”

If I wasn’t a teacher

I’d be a sportscaster

Ryan Kinser says …
On collaboration and FEEDBACK

he sold to Apple. He donated $20,000 of what he earned to Mattel Children’s

When I first started teaching, I was terrible at it. I had no management skills

Hospital UCLA. My students decided that they too wanted to create an app.

and no support, and I was grossly unprepared to lead a classroom. I felt like

Mine is an inquiry-based class, so rather than telling them what steps to follow,

I was letting the kids down, so I quit in the middle of the year. I regretted it,

I asked questions like, “What do you need to create an app?” They answered

knowing I could have done better. One day I got

the question by researching how Cameron did it. My students found out that

a call from a different principal, who wanted to
give me another opportunity to teach. I told him
I would do it, but this time I needed support.
He said, “Don’t worry—I’ll put you with some
mother hens.” And that made all the difference.
It’s the people I worked with and the mentoring I

Being a teacher:
an opportunity
for self-growth
and learning.

received that helped me grow as a teacher.
As teachers, we are bombarded with a sea of resources. But the mentor acts as a
guide. Teachers need both personal support and access to technical resources in
order to improve. As a new teacher, you have to embrace your failures, because
they teach you more than your successes do. You have to have a mindset of
growth and reflection.

On Technology in the Classroom

there are free classes on iTunes to learn how to create an app, and I took one
of these classes along with them. We then discussed how we could serve our
community with our app, as Cameron had done with his. When students start
to create their own questions and take ownership, my goal is to back out of the
discussion. I let them construct meaning by driving the conversation.

On teachers’ perspectives
One of the frustrations I have as a teacher is that it’s difficult to innovate while
you’re waiting for the bureaucracy to catch up. Innovation doesn’t come from
the top—it starts in the classroom, but the bureaucracy often stifles it. As an
example, my students are experienced social networkers. They crave online
connections that could open their learning platforms. But the district is afraid
to allow them to connect online because a few students might use it the wrong
way. So they can’t move forward with the times.

In my classroom I’m constantly learning with my students. Each day is
different. They recently read about Cameron Cohen, who when he was 11,
created an iPhone app called iSketch, a fun game of online sketching, which
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Kenny Kraus

2nd grade

Sarah Smith Elementary School,
Atlanta Public Schools
Atlanta, Georgia

12

Years in
education

• Team leader, kindergarten
• Conducts school technology and International Baccalaureate
workshops
• 2011 recipient, Atlanta Families’ Awards for Excellence in Education

When Kenny Kraus was in high school, he took a job at a daycare
center. There, he realized that, as a teacher, he could have an impact
on children’s lives every day. The best thing to keep in mind, he
believes, is that each student is someone’s child. “Let that guide how
you respond and how you encourage them,” he says, “and more than
likely, you will make the right choice of words and the right choice of
actions.”

Favorite novel

Beloved by Toni Morrison
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Favorite movie

“Bridesmaids”

If I wasn’t a teacher

I would be a pop star

Kenny Kraus says …
On teachers’ perspectives

might be beneficial. We have found, however, that in kindergarten through

If you are doing what you love, it’s not hard, in my opinion, to stay the course.

second grade, the survey results are all the same. All the kids say their teachers are

I love seeing the growth in the students—seeing a student who wasn’t able to

great. In high school, a student might be mad at a teacher the day of the survey, so

master a concept work hard and achieve, and then comparing that growth from

I worry about surveys being part of an evaluation that affects teacher pay.

the beginning of the year to the end of the year.
It’s gratifying to know that you played a part in
getting that student to where he or she ended
up; that you did that in an environment that was
supportive, engaging, and entertaining; and that

Using technology
to level the
playing field.

On Technology in the Classroom
I use technology as a way to engage students, to increase task persistence, and as
a means by which they can create products to reflect their mastery of the skills
they’ve been taught. They use technology as tools for creation. The aim is not

he or she had a good time along the way. It’s one

to play games but to actually produce something—to record videos, conduct

thing to do the “drill and kill,” but it’s another thing to make it enjoyable for the

research, or create blog pages. Even last year when I taught kindergarten,

students as well.

my students made blog pages. They used iPads to produce digital stories,
demonstrate previously taught skills, and solve math problems.

On New Evaluation Systems
Our job is to teach and to help the students grow in the mastery of the skills at
that grade level. If there is a fair way to measure that—and value-added is the
fairest way so far—it should be included in teacher evaluations. There has to be
some sort of empirical measure to show how far you’ve taken your students. To
me it’s a no-brainer. Granted, it’s not perfect—that’s why the evaluation has to be
multifaceted.

For some children, technology can level the playing field. For example, a student
with poor fine motor skills can use a computer to type instead of struggling to
write out the words. Writing is still important, but technology helps the student
produce products and demonstrate learning. I also find that, since we’re living
in a digital age and kids are used to interacting with computers and iPads
and all that stuff, they are more likely to stay on task if somehow it involves
technology.

It should also include observations. The more observations, the better, and to
a certain extent and depending on the grade level, student and parent surveys
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Professional
Development
How do teachers grow? How do they continue to improve
their practice?
TAC teachers say they do it with professional development workshops; collaboration and feedback; the
right support and resources from peers, parents, and administrators; the chance to attend conferences
and present their own research; and with deep reflection on their practice.
Classic professional development—the workshop, the class, the conference—can no longer be a onesize-fits-all affair. Much as teachers are called on to differentiate instruction to meet their students’
individual needs, they expect tailored and targeted professional development that provides the support
they need to help students learn. They want a voice in shaping professional development. They want
to guide their personal growth as practitioners and professionals and to learn from each other—from
their peers, who are often the real experts—not just from specialists in their field.
School leaders who recognize the value of professional development are working to provide relevant
opportunities for staff—with an emphasis on the staff—say TAC teachers. The goal is to provide a
range of targeted options for classroom teachers to consider and encourage teachers to recognize and
turn to their peers—that seasoned teacher right down the hall—as one of their best resources.

Teaching is a tough job, and teachers fail if
they don’t get the support they need. They
need relevant professional development,
and it’s different for each teacher.
Teachers need a voice around professional
development. Their voices have to be heard
if we’re going to get the right resources and
supports that make teachers effective in the
classroom.
Carolyn Paletta, 7th and 8th grade, instructional coach
Golden, Colorado

I wish there was ongoing
professional development led
by charismatic individuals in
how children learn a second
language, in how they learn to
read and write, in their math
development.
Angelina Sáenz, Kindergarten
Los Angeles, California
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If I need to

Teachers need time out of the classroom to improve their practice, present
at conferences, step back, nourish themselves.

improve, I want

Christine Snyder, High school, English; instructional coach
Los Angeles, California

to be able to
determine my

In that year of working in

own needs for
professional
development. I
want to be able to
say, “I want to go
to this,” instead of
being told what to
go to.
Brittany Clark, High
school, English
Memphis, Tennessee

The key to professional
development is collaboration.
You can’t do it on your own.
You have to have other people
to bounce ideas off of and
respond to.
Jason Westerlund, 5th grade
Queens, New York

professional development,
my goal wasn’t to shove new
strategies down my teachers’
throats. I tried to convince
them that they were their own
best resource.
Benjamin Hernandez, Project manager, Formative
Assessment Initiative
Houston, Texas

Teachers need to expose themselves to a variety of ideas, with professional development and new
resources. If there is something you hear about, grab it and go. It keeps your career fresh.
Courtney Cadwell, K-8, STEM instructional coach
Los Altos, California
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Tina Krekoukis

Middle school, math

I.S. 228 David A. Boody, New York
City Department of Education
Brooklyn, New York

7

Years in
education

• School technology director
• Teacher, robotics class
• Sponsor, school technology team and AV squad

Tina Krekoukis started tutoring in 8th grade, continued through
college, and as a math teacher and director of technology at a New
York City middle school, she never really stopped. “I love helping
someone understand a concept,” she says. A college math professor
guided Krekoukis into the NYC Teaching Fellows program, and the
summer she spent teaching solidified her love for middle school
students. “They’re at a tough age, but they’re so much fun,” she says.
“It’s a crucial time for them—they’re still trying to figure out who they
are beyond all the craziness that’s happening to them.”
Favorite travel spot

Santorini, Greece,
where my family is from
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If I wasn’t a teacher

I’d be a marine biologist

If I ran the zoo

I’d feed the penguins

Tina Krekoukis says …
On Teachers’ perspectives

On Technology in the Classroom

The first year of teaching is really intense. At times, I felt like the kids were after

As the director of technology, I’m the go-to person in the building if something

me, but I remember the exact moment when I realized it wasn’t going to drag

goes wrong, I’m the first line of support. There are a lot of SMART Boards in my

me down. I was listening to the kids outside the school with their friends and

school, but instead of simply using them as projector screens, my job is to make

parents, and I realized they’re little human beings,

sure they get used effectively. There are so many resources and websites you can

and I had to find out what makes them tick.
Once I started incorporating things they were
interested in into my lessons, we were all much
more happy. Now it’s quite entertaining to be in
my classroom. I reach out to their culture—I’ve

Technology: a
portal to learning
and teacher
effectiveness.

access, and collaborating with other teachers is really important—you can find a
few resources that work across the curriculum and share them. We have Google
Docs spreadsheets across curricula where we list resources and how we use
them. Teachers can also use technology to really individualize instruction—a
student takes a quiz and based on the results they can unlock a lesson to work

even done wrestling moves in front of the class—

on, on their own. I teach a Lego robotics class, and I love it—it’s all about being

and they eat it all up. Kids should be out of their seats, and they definitely

able to bring the black-and-white textbook into reality. It takes the questions

should be listening and bouncing ideas off each other.

“When will we ever use this?” and “How does this apply to the real world?” out

One of the most important things that has helped me grow is the students. I
tell them criticism is good so long as it’s constructive. I ask students what they
like and don’t like about a lesson, what’s confusing and what didn’t make sense.
From there, everything gets tweaked based on their answers. It’s my favorite way
of thinking about whether something is effective or not.

of learning and puts excitement in their place.

On professional development
Technology can also help with professional development. New York City’s
online portal lets you take an assessment on instructional strategies online and
see where you are, and it offers different types of resources online. It’s not dry
and boring like other professional development and webinars can be, because
it asks you to reflect, so you’re constantly self-assessing. It also provides videos
that show what other teachers are doing. I love being able to see into other
people’s classrooms and observe their teaching. This year, we’re starting to
videotape at our school and that’s been great.
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Kiley Krizan

High school learning environment specialist

Perry Traditional Academy,
Pittsburgh Public Schools
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

10

Years in
education

• District organizing committee, Elevating and Celebrating Effective
Teachers and Teaching conference

Former special education teacher Kiley Krizan says there is a common
thread that runs from the student’s desk to the principal’s office. It’s
comprised of two strands, one of which is persistence. “It might not
work the first time,” she says. “It might not work the second time or
the third, but you have to keep trying.” The second strand is an ability
to listen. Everyone from the students on up has a voice, Krizan says.
“Just like we want our voice to be heard as teachers, students want
theirs to be heard, too.”

Favorite song

“What a Wonderful World”
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The last time I was on a bike

I bent my engagement ring

If I wasn’t a teacher

I would be a forensic scientist

Kiley Krizan says …
On Professional Development

On Leadership

I’m at a new building this year where professional development is daily, and it’s

I’ve had very effective principals, and I’ve had very ineffective principals. The

constant. We have both grade-level team meetings and content-area meetings

ones I admire the most are genuine and true people that attempt to relate to

every day. I don’t think I ever realized how powerful these meetings were until I

their staff. They try to connect with us. They try to understand the issues we

was a part of them full on. I’ve been facilitating a

have, what our difficulties are, and where we’re coming from. They have the

lot of them lately as we develop expectations and
norms for our building, and we have a variety
of approaches. A different teacher might take
the lead each week, or we might invite someone
in to give a presentation. The school nurse, for
example, might come in and talk about what we
need to look for in terms of student health issues,
which is the kind of thing we probably wouldn’t

The secret to
moving forward:
constant
reflection on
what’s working,
what’s not.

find out about otherwise.
These meetings are a time when we get to sit down, talk to our peers, and
discuss both our successes and our struggles. That reflection piece is one of the
most important parts of our profession. If we keep on recognizing what works
and what doesn’t work, we will continue to move forward. It’s when we think
we’ve got it down and figured out that the issues come up.

same attributes as effective teachers. They care about what we have to say. They
care about making sure our opinions are heard. They may not agree, but they
will listen. They also let us know when we are doing things well, and they hold
us accountable when we’re not. They’re not afraid to say, “This might not be
working, so let’s work together to figure out a way to make it work.”

On New Evaluation Systems
There is not just one way of evaluating a teacher anymore. We have a student
survey, we have value-added measures, and we have multiple classroom
evaluations. Most of them are informal observations, and we’re provided
feedback after each one, which I think is great. If the goal is to move teachers
forward, that’s how we have to do it. Using a single observation to determine
whether our teaching is good enough just doesn’t cut it.
When we do have formal observations, they’re done differently from before.
Now we have a pre-conference talk with our principal to find out what he or she
is going to look at. We also have a post-conference talk, where we have a chance
to say, “This didn’t go the way I planned it,” or whatever we feel we need to say.
It’s not just the principal walking in and checking boxes, and I think that is
exactly how it needs to be.
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Nghia Le

High school, science and engineering

High School for Engineering Professions
(Booker T. Washington High School),
Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas

10

Years in
education

• Steering committee member, SystemsGo
• School Leadership and Assistance for Science Education
Reform team
• Advisory board, New Science Energy Board
• Advisory board, BP Physics Challenge

After emigrating from Vietnam and then Canada, Nghia Le fell into
teaching by accident. With a master’s in business administration and
a doctorate in chemistry, he thought he would find a job in industry or
as a scientist, but the business downturn hit and there were no jobs.
He applied for teaching jobs and found it to be his calling. The longer
he taught, the more satisfying the career became. Le says he’s more
of a facilitator than a teacher. He relishes challenging his students and
watching them rise to the occasion.
Favorite movie

“Star Trek: The Wrath of Khan”
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If I ran the zoo

I would study the primates

For relaxation

I take my family to bookstores

Nghia Le says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

Our education system doesn’t teach kids that it’s okay to fail—that you can’t

Coming from the business and scientific world, some things I do in the

always succeed the first time, but you can learn from failure and from there

classroom are not conventional. My approach to teaching is project based.

figure out how to meet your objectives. For many students, the first time they

I think students learn better when they see, listen, and build with their hands.

fail, they quit. Particularly in science, we need to move toward more project-

I like to get them working on solving real-life,

based education and more students engaged in problem solving. We need to

long-term problems, like designing and building
a wind turbine to provide alternative energy for
our classroom or converting food scraps from the
cafeteria into fuel.
I use a spiral method, where my students

Stretching the
adolescent mind
through projectbased learning.

make observations, define a problem and its
constraints, and then do research. Where the research ends, that’s when the
learning begins, as they generate multiple solutions and evaluate which one
works best. Then they have to validate their solution and try to improve it.
Generally, the first time anyone comes up with a solution, it’s not the best, so I’m
always asking, “Can you improve it?” Then they go back to the beginning and
ask more questions. A student who has an idea of how to improve his work is
better than one who says, “I’m done.” This spiral method promotes self-pacing
for students regardless of whether they work slowly or quickly—it’s the process

redefine success and to teach kids to be resilient.

On Leadership
I am fortunate to have a supportive principal who encourages me to keep
learning and gives me the freedom and time to pursue my interests. I had
an interest in rocketry, and with my principal’s blessing, I was able to go to
Fredericksburg, Texas, for three summers to learn more about high-power
rocketry. In June 2012, I was able to attend a one-week NASA-sponsored boot
camp at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for high school teachers
interested in the Mars Habitat Design Challenge. At the camp, I learned so
much from experts about the challenges that NASA had to overcome to go to
Mars, establish a Mars base for scientific studies, and return to earth safely. All
these experiences have been very helpful in developing my own knowledge and
then bringing it back to the classroom.

of continual improvement that counts. You start to see their creativity. They
internalize the problem, look for applications, and think like engineers. They get
intrinsic satisfaction from solving real-world problems, and these are skills they
can take with them into the world to compete in a global economy.
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James Liou

Senior program director, history and social studies

Boston Public Schools
Boston, Massachusetts

14

Years in
education

• National Board Certification in social studies-history and member,
Standards Revision Committee
• Teaching Ambassador Fellow, U.S. Department of Education
• Former governing board member and union representative, Boston
Community Leadership Academy
• Former teacher coach, Peer Assistance Program

The best advice James Liou has received as a teacher came from
a student who asked him mid-lesson if he was having a good time.
He was, in fact, laughing with his students as he encouraged and
challenged them to think critically about what they were learning.
“Yeah,” he said. “I’m having a lot of fun.” Her response has stayed with
him over the years, serving as a reminder that everyone is better off
when the learning process is infused with enthusiasm and joy. “When
it’s fun for you,” his student told him, “it’s fun for us.”

Favorite novel

The Amazing Adventures of
Kavalier & Clay by Michael Chabon
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If I ran the zoo

I would improve the gift store

If I was king for a day

I would get a really good queen

James Liou says …
On teachers’ perspectives

On new evaluation systems

Teaching is one of the most intellectually rigorous professions I could think

Massachusetts is a Race to the Top state, and that’s required a number of

of doing. Being an expert in your content area, thinking about instructional

changes. It’s changed the way teachers get evaluated and receive targeted

strategies, adjusting to the students you have in front of you, being reflective and

professional development, and there’s the adoption of the Common Core

flexible given the thousands of decisions you have to make at a moment’s notice,

framework. There has to be more coordination and narrowing of all these

and then doing it over and over and over again. It’s

initiatives so teachers don’t feel overwhelmed. That is part of my responsibility

exhausting, but it’s never the same.

Taking

now in my new role in the district. I want to filter and translate some of the

responsibility

complexity and really make sure the right tools are there and priorities are in

As a teacher, the best way for me to stay focused on

for building a

student learning and the support of our teachers as professionals.

students and what was happening in the classroom

community of

On Collaboration and FEEDBACK

was to be part of a community of practitioners. That’s
where conversations can focus on who the students

educators.

place, so it’s not a list of 50 things but a list of five. Then we can really focus on

On Technology in the Classroom
I’m a believer that technology, especially in education, needs to be used

are, how they succeed, and what they struggle with

meaningfully. We should resist being used by technology. Sometimes there’s

in the classroom setting and beyond. It’s not just the accomplished teachers

this push to get SMART Boards or other gadgets in every room without being

who make collaboration worthwhile and productive—we need to consider and

thoughtful and mindful about what kids need, what kind of professional

deeply involve those who may be struggling, as well. Working with teachers

development teachers need, or the limitations that may occur if Internet

who have been identified as needing additional support has been a powerful

access gets spotty. Sometimes the technology can hamper what happens in the

experience for me. Sometimes policies isolate those individuals, and I think

classroom instead of enhancing it.

that’s wrong. Working together reminds me that we are part of a community
of educators. You learn from those who are experienced, and we should be
responsible for working with all of our colleagues.

That said, I’ve welcomed meaningful use of technology in my classroom
teaching. In the most recent course I taught, 12th grade civics, students created
websites to house their research papers, conducted and edited oral histories,
and otherwise engaged in research or used presentation tools to enhance
their research findings. I think students gravitate toward activities that involve
technology, but it needs to be integrated thoughtfully. I don’t think more is
better; I think smart is better.
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Tamera Malone

High school, special education

Kirby High School,
Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

4

Years in
education

• Teacher leader, Stand for Children
• MPACT Memphis civic engagement committee
• Founder, Love Giving Memphis

When Tamera Malone left Memphis for college, she was certain
she’d never come back. But her experiences mentoring and serving
as a teaching assistant for students in an African American honors
scholarship program convinced her she needed to go home.
After graduating, Malone moved back to Memphis and joined the
city’s teaching fellowship program. In her fourth year of teaching,
Malone has become involved with Stand for Children and other civic
organizations, as well as founding her own nonprofit, Love Giving
Memphis. “I’ve sought out any kind of organization that advocates for
students and education,” she says.
Guilty pleasure

reality TV
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Favorite food

crab legs

Favorite carnival ride

anything that goes high up
and flips and turns

Tamera Malone says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

forefront and have more involvement in what affects us, I think our voices will

I’m very sensitive about Memphis and trying to make it better. The only

be heard and the evaluation system can be a powerful tool that could shape the

way to do that is through education. I received a very good education at my

profession in a positive way. We are going to be evaluated, but how we are going

high school in Memphis, was always around kids with the same ambition

to use the data from the evaluation is what matters.

and determination, and was highly prepared
for college. Meeting others who had not been

Stakeholders

adequately prepared for college appalled me. It

must be engaged

also changed my mind about going to law school
and practicing corporate law. That’s what sparked

in order to create

my passion for education and youth.

change inside the

I came into the profession very naïve, thinking

classroom.

that everybody in education cared and wanted
the best for their children, but I’ve learned that

not everybody is as passionate as I am. That’s why I’ve become so involved in
the community—stakeholders outside of the school building have the power to
change what’s going on inside the school building.
I want to get involved and make a direct impact on the policies that affect my
students. As a parent facilitator for Stand for Children, I’m teaching parents how
to better advocate for their children. I’ve knocked on doors and talked to people
whose voices are rarely heard. That’s how I know I’m making a difference.

On teachers’ perspectives
I came in at the brink of system reform. The evaluation system heavily impacts

On Leadership
I believe effective teachers are going to be effective inside the four walls of their
classroom whether or not they have a good principal. But effective teachers will
leave if there isn’t an effective leader who is willing to provide the support and
resources they need or who doesn’t positively impact the culture in the building.

On Collaboration and FEEDBACK
For me, passion equates to knowing there’s room for improvement and working
to become a better teacher for my students. One of the things that’s been really
helpful to me has been connecting with other teachers in my school and across
the district. The district has multiple opportunities for teachers to be supported
and support each other. As a teacher, I have also begged, borrowed, and stolen
resources from teachers in my department, in my school, and in the district.

On Technology in the Classroom
I think we’re heading in the right direction with technology, but it’s not a level
playing field. Not all teachers have access to SMART Boards, laptops, and iPads.
I also consider social networking a tool that teachers can use to communicate
with students in effective ways.

what’s going on in the classroom. Hopefully it will distinguish who’s effective
and who isn’t and who truly wants to be in the classroom. If teachers are on the
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Collaboration
and FEEDBACK

When I started out as a
teacher, it was very taboo to
talk about how your students

When it comes to feedback about their practice, teachers

were doing. I was very

don’t want platitudes or a checklist about what’s on their

cautious about sharing data.

walls.

Now at our school it is posted

TAC teachers want specifics—concrete strategies about how to do better—and they want them from

by every teacher.

people knowledgeable about their content areas and about the instructional approaches that can reach
their students. They want principals to have the knowledge to back up teachers in their emergent
role as instructional leaders, including a strong grasp of effective instruction, if not the intricacies of

Carolyn Paletta, 7th and 8th grade,
instructional coach
Golden, Colorado

every subject area. And they want to know what their students like and don’t like about what they’re
learning—most value student feedback—so they can tailor their instruction to meet the student needs.
Teachers have always informally offered advice and counsel to each other, but now those practices
are becoming increasingly established as system-wide protocols, according to some TAC teachers.
Their colleagues are abandoning the inclination to retreat behind a closed classroom door and instead
are reaching out to other teachers and sharing data about student outcomes. Peer support takes
many forms—observing each other’s classrooms, mentoring and being mentored, and collaborating
to cut through the growing scope of what teachers are expected to do—especially now, as the new
imperatives of the Common Core and the longstanding challenge of closing persistent achievement
gaps are rippling across the country.

Feedback is useful
when it comes from
the people who
know what they
are talking about in
their content area.
Dru Davison, Chair of arts education
Memphis, Tennessee
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I ask students what
they like and don’t like
about a lesson, what’s

The principal is in my classroom multiple times during the week. I say to her,
“This concept is not going well. Can you help?” She’ll send me notes, little
pedagogical tips, and I take them and turn it around the next day.
Caroline Vance, Kindergarten
Oakland, California

confusing and what
didn’t make sense. From
there, everything gets
tweaked based on their
answers. It’s my favorite
way of thinking about
whether something is
effective or not.
Tina Krekoukis, Middle school, math
Brooklyn, New York

The peer observations should
be used to provide specific
feedback so teachers can learn
from them in a constructive,
not a punitive, way.
Jane Viau , 11th and 12th grade, statistics and
microeconomics
New York, New York

When I get feedback, I want to know specifics. I want
my principal to say, “I really like when you did this.”
Brittany Clark, High school, English
Memphis, Tennessee

I can create a
good lesson
plan by myself.
I can create a
great plan if I’m
bouncing ideas
off a colleague.
Courtney Cadwell, K-8, STEM instructional coach
Los Altos, California

What lifts me up is someone saying, “I know you’ve tried this. It worked pretty well. Can you share it with someone else?”
Carl Finer, Middle school, English and journalism
Los Angeles, California
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Sherri McPherson

High school, English language arts

Lafayette High School,
Fayette County Public Schools
Lexington, Kentucky

13

Years in
education

• Lead teacher, Learning Design Collaborative
• Former department chair and literacy coach

In college, Sherri McPherson served as a volunteer with inner-city
youth, mentoring teens in crisis. It was then that she realized teaching
was her calling. She enjoys her students—watching them change and
grow, laughing and crying with them. She knows that teaching is a
profession that makes a difference and every day is an opportunity to
do just that. Those “32 pairs of eyes” staring at her in expectation are
what keep her going, and she says that teaching is a “give-and-take”
profession—she gets as much from her students as she gives to them.
Favorite movie

“The Flight of the Phoenix”
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Guilty pleasure

s’mores made over a campfire

When I’m not working

I’m in my garden or
canning vegetables

Sherri McPherson says …
On teachers’ perspectives

have also learned to use Prezi, Popplet, and Glogster as different options for

Before I entered teaching, I wish I had known the enormous amounts of energy,

making presentations. Twitter has been great for me professionally. It helps me

both mental and emotional, it takes to be a good teacher and how hard it is to

to connect with colleagues I’ve met from other states and easily keep up with

balance the personal and professional in your life. There’s no clean line dividing

education policy issues.

the two. To be effective, you have to care about
your students as much as the subject matter.

Common Core is

Great teachers have the ability to see something

pushing students

in a student and pull it out. I know because I had
teachers who did it for me.

On Technology in the Classroom

On Common Core
The adoption of the Common Core State Standards has been one of the most
significant reforms to impact my teaching. The biggest change has been that

and teachers

now we can clearly identify the progression of skills that students are expected

alike to step up.

they can no longer fake reading a text. They really have to dig into it in order to

to have from one grade level to the next. Students are required to think, and

Using technology to enhance my teaching has

answer the questions. Regardless of what level they’re at, whether it’s advanced

been my passion. I’m always trying out new technology tools. This year I’ve

or special ed, they’re being challenged. As a teacher, I need to ask myself, “What

been working with Edmodo, a web platform like Facebook for classroom use. It

is the skill my students need to learn?” rather than “What is the book I love

allows us to have an online community for students. They can post questions to

to teach?” Last year we had our first state test based on the Common Core.

each other and respond, or they can post their work to me separately and I can

Students are now better prepared, they’re thinking more and doing more of the

give them feedback. Using it has helped me speed up my response time. I also

heavy lifting, taking responsibility for their own learning. They’re starting to see

use it as a tool to reach out to parents. Parents can see what I’m posting as well

the relevance of what they’re learning for college readiness.

as what students are posting. I can add a calendar of due dates, so they know
what assignments are coming.
For three years I’ve been using TCA Prep, an online school-based study guide

The Common Core has opened up communication among professionals too.
We’re having a lot more conversations across content areas and grade levels, and
discussions around what kids need to learn at each level.

for the ACT and SAT tests. It helps kids practice skills and the nuts and bolts of
English. Reading Plus allows me to individualize reading instruction, especially
for my advanced students, who might have stagnated before. My students
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Sean Mullins

High school, district technology coach

Normal Community High School and
Normal Community West High
School, McLean County Unit 5
Normal, Illinois

7

Years in
education

• School Positive Behavior Intervention and Support team
• Coach, LEGO robotics team

As a student, Sean Mullins was profoundly influenced by teachers. He
realized that being a positive role model was powerful and decided
that teaching was the career for him. After teaching 7th grade
science for six years, he recently transitioned to a new role as district
technology coach. In this position, he is helping his district implement
a one-laptop-for-every-student initiative by working with teachers to
create technology-infused lessons. He’s excited because the position
gives him the opportunity to have a positive impact on thousands of
students each year, rather than on just one classroom.
Trait I most admire in my students

friendliness
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If I wasn’t a teacher

I’d be golfing all the time

Guilty pleasure

cheese curds

Sean Mullins says …
On teachers’ perspectives

an online calendar. They’re learning how to construct a proper email and

My mentor in my first year of teaching had some good advice: Don’t do the

communicate with each other online. These are skills these cognitively impaired

same thing year after year. Don’t use the same worksheets and tests. It will have

students can take with them out into the world.

negative consequences for you and your students. Trying something new will
make your teaching better.

On Technology in the Classroom
As a technology coach, it’s all about keeping up.

Keeping your
teaching fresh

The beauty of technology is that it’s never the

means constantly

same, and something new and better is always

trying new things.

coming along. The one-to-one laptop initiative
in our district is designed to prepare kids for

what they’ll experience in the real world, to enable them to compete in the 21st
century global economy. With so much in the world being technology-based,
having basic computer skills is a necessity, and not being afraid to try the next
new thing is so important. For example, we’re teaching Prezi, a web-based
presentation tool, like PowerPoint. It’s not so important that students learn Prezi
per se, as opposed to PowerPoint, but rather that they learn to try new things
and not be scared by them, so that when they go into a job and there’s some new
technology to learn, they won’t be afraid of it.

Having individual laptops allows us to use 20 to 30 different web-based
resources in a class, in addition to the text. Students learn not only that
textbooks don’t contain everything, but that they have to be discerning
consumers of the Internet. When I was a classroom teacher, I put a lot of
resources online and created message boards for students. For 7th graders who
don’t want to look stupid talking in class, it was a great way to communicate,
and it was amazing to see them participate in this way.

On Collaboration and FEEDBACK
As a technology coach this year I’m getting to spend a lot of time in different
teachers’ classrooms. I have learned so much from watching other teachers
in action—not just about teaching content and using technology but about
classroom management. It made me realize how isolating it is to be in your
own box. With our busy schedules, there’s not enough opportunity for teachers
to observe each other. I’d like to see our district create a bank of videotaped
lessons, as a repository of best practices but also as a place where a teacher
could videotape a lesson—one where you’re not sure it went so well and you’re

I was recently working with a teacher who teaches cognitively impaired

not sure why—and get feedback on it from other teachers. With the technology

students. The teacher is helping these students set up email accounts and

that’s out there it would be relatively easy to do; teachers could watch these
during the school day and make comments, and it would help our practice a lot.
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Lori Nazareno

Educational researcher

Center for Teaching Quality,
Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado

25

Years in
education

• Commission for Effective Teachers and Teaching, National Education
Association
• Teacher Leaders Network Forum
• Board of directors, National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
• Co-chair, Denver Public Schools Design Team for Teacher Effectiveness

Lori Nazareno spent 25 years as a classroom science teacher before
launching a teacher-led school within Denver Public Schools. The
school had no principal or vice principal. Teachers made all of the
substantive decisions, and two teachers—Nazareno was one of them—
led their colleagues. “The kids that people refer to as ‘those kids’ are
me. I identify with them,” she says. “Education was my opportunity.
It was about people believing in me. It’s my responsibility now to lift
students up.”

Favorite movie

“The Color Purple”
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Proudest moment

anytime a kid finds success

When I’m not working

I’m always working!

Lori Nazareno says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

leaders, by any means. I’ve been there, I’ve run a school. It’s a systemic thing.

We’ve changed over the last 150 years in this country. The world’s changed. Now

Principals have too much for one person to do. More and more keeps getting

we’re expecting schools and kids to do something different, but we’re stuck in

piled on their plates, with nothing taken off. When you have 500 or 600 kids

the same old system. We’re still moving kids through a 19th century factory

in your school to keep an eye on—you can’t know every math and science

model. One person, one classroom, same role all

score. Then there is everyone above you on the feeding chain and parents and

day long. We’ve built a factory to manufacture

Re-imagining

phonographs, and we’re blaming the assembly

the structure of

schools.

end. We blame teachers. We’ve got kids moving

schools to reflect

The union has played an important role in this profession—a profession

down the line and teachers stuck in traditional

21st century

race and gender. It’s been very, very important. The unions are in the process

workers when iPods aren’t coming out the other

roles in front of the chalkboard. It’s still the
dominant model. Still.

realities.

the community to listen to. The problem goes to the heart of how we staff our

dominated by women, let’s not forget. The union’s led on equity issues around
of reinventing themselves, and people want to ignore or dismiss these changes.
Everyone gets painted in the same old box. Teachers get painted in the same old

We have to imagine a system where kids can move fluidly through the day,

box. All the talk about “bad teachers”—as if that’s the sum of the problem with

based on where they’re at, what different adults can offer them, based on

our schools—demoralizes all of us.

changing needs. The metrics we are trying to use don’t match the complexity
of the task or of a child. Anyone with more than one child knows each one is

On collaboration and FEEDBACK

different. This one goes to sleep on time, this one likes cartoons. Teachers know

What lifts us up is acknowledgment of what I do well and the opportunity

this, but they have little flexibility to respond to the needs of each student. That’s

to share that with others. To have a structure in place to help me get better.

still true in most places.

Watching another teacher do something well helps me. We can learn, do
research, exchange feedback. There is not a teacher I know who doesn’t want to

On Leadership

get better.

The principal is still the boss. Even though a teacher knows what a kid needs
and what to do about it, she or he has to get approval from someone who may
not even know a thing about the kid. I’m not slamming principals or school
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Melodee Olson

Middle school, science and Latin

Adams Traditional Academy,
Choice Academies, Inc.
Phoenix, Arizona

12

Years in
education

• Former member, board of directors, Valley Academy and Adams
Traditional Academy

Melodee Olson relishes teaching middle school students because
they’re at an age when they’re beginning to think critically and
question themselves and the world around them. They’re ready to
be pushed. She can tell when her students understand because
their questions change to reflect their understanding, and she can
see in their body language a weight being lifted off their shoulders.
Her advice to new teachers: relax, expect the first year to be brutal,
and remember to see your students as human beings, not widgets—
they’re someone’s most precious assets.
Favorite food

chocolate
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favorite movie

“The Shawshank Redemption”

Favorite travel spot

United Kingdom

Melodee Olson says …
On teachers’ perspectives

On New Evaluation Systems

I’m fortunate at my school to teach the same group of kids for three years, so

I’m very much in favor of performance evaluation for teachers. At our school

I begin to learn how much I can push them. I get bored very easily, so I like to

we have a clear rubric, and we know what is considered highly effective. Before

change things up and challenge myself. For example, last year in science my

the formal evaluation visit, we have the option of having a pre-conference with

students dissected bullfrogs, so this year we’re

the principal and getting some guidance from her. After the classroom visit,

dissecting sharks. I have an extraordinary group

Earning respect.

of kids, and I love being in front of them. I have

Demanding

to work hard to stay ahead of them. Every year
becomes a personal challenge for me.

respect.

On Common Core
I’m excited about teaching the Common Core State Standards. As an instructor,
it forces me to be on my game. The level of expectations for both students and
teachers is much higher. Teachers need to have a deeper knowledge base in
their field, and they need to work on critical thinking, problem solving, and
real-world applications. It’s no longer the memorize-and-spit-back model
of learning. Teaching to the Common Core standards is going to give us a

we sit down with her and talk through the lesson. It’s a learning experience for
the teacher, and we talk about how to refine the lesson in the future. It’s very
positive and constructive, rather than punitive.
Education is one of the last professions out there where performance hasn’t been
a component of pay. It’s very important to set a reasonable metric and to say
to teachers, “This is what a good teacher looks like.” It’s not OK just to be a C
teacher. You’re affecting the lives of generations to come. We have an obligation
to perform well. As professionals we need to demand respect and be worthy of
that respect. We need to take pride in what we do. But we need to have a higher,
more consistent level of education for teachers, and the qualifications should be
rigorous.

whole nation of better thinkers, but it requires making a shift. Students have

I see refining teacher evaluation as one necessary component toward elevating

to master key concepts, not just be familiar with them, and as a teacher, I need

the profession and the way the world views it. Teachers should be consulted

to be a cheerleader for my students, reminding them they are capable and they

when the evaluation rubric is created. If teachers have a role in the process, then

can do this. Students like it because they have a greater sense of mastery and

the evaluation will have their support.

accomplishment, they see the value of it, and they learn to take responsibility
for their own learning.
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Armando Orduña

High school, education

Austin High School, Magnet Program
for Teaching Professions, Houston
Independent School District
Houston, Texas

15

• 2011 Middle School Science Teacher of the Year, HISD

Years in
education

After working in the education department of the Children’s Museum
of Houston, Armando Orduña felt drawn to teaching so he could form
stronger connections with students. But he wishes he’d been better
prepared to meet the educational needs of students facing significant
obstacles, like being teen parents or needing to work to help support
their families. He has taught Spanish and science, and he now teaches
classes for students interested in working in education. Frequently
changing career directions isn’t necessarily a “formula for success,”
he says, but the new challenges keep teaching interesting.
Favorite novel

1984 by George Orwell
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Favorite carnival ride

Ferris wheel

If I ran the zoo

I’d host sleepovers

For relaxation

I write

Armando Orduña says …
On Professional Development

On Leadership

It hasn’t been until the last four years that I have sought out professional

I’ve been very fortunate to have had great principals and directors who support

development or collaborative groups on my own. When I first got into teaching,

me. My current principal—I’ve worked with him for six years—is great at

all of that sounded like extra work. I was too busy and life was too frenzied.

collecting the larger resources that I need for my classroom, like SMART

But the better I got at my job, the more time I felt I

Boards and computers. He outfits us with the most important tools that I need

had, and the more time I felt I had, the better I got at
my job. It’s a very positive and cyclical thing.

On collaboration and FEEDBACK
When I’m in danger of burning out, the biggest lift,
the biggest support I get is from groups like the

Embracing
opportunities
for constant
improvement.

to be effective, like Q in the James Bond movies. He also has a very strong
knack for being able to find the right people for the right job and then letting
them do that job. There are too many supervisors out there who misread their
job as micromanaging.

On New Evaluation Systems

Teacher Advisory Council or conferences. They

What I need from my supervisor is long-term coaching and focused

rejuvenate me. There are few opportunities where teachers are able to speak

observations—for someone to say, “Today I’m going to spend 45 minutes

with other teachers across the nation. By bringing us all together, the Gates

looking at instructional delivery techniques.” I think teachers feel so

Foundation is taking teacher discussions out of the teachers’ lounge and putting

uncomfortable at first with observations because they don’t know what they

them on a much larger platform. We come together, and new understanding

are being judged on. If everyone is transparent, that will help set people at

comes out of those conversations. It’s much more synergistic.

ease. Frequent observations are also important. If you really want to see what

This also speaks to what I think makes teachers effective, and that’s when
they have the ability to recognize the need for constant improvement. I went
last year to a retirement party for two 40-year teaching veterans. One of the
questions they were asked was, “How did you find the momentum to come
back year after year and decade after decade?” One said, “I knew it was

is going on in my classroom, you need to be in here more than just once or
twice. And I’m sorry to admit it took me so long to do this, but this year, I put
together a customer satisfaction survey—for students and parents. I don’t know
one university that doesn’t ask for student feedback on professors, so why
shouldn’t we?

because I had more to learn.” Even at year 39, they still saw ways they could
improve their instructional practice.
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Raising the Bar
on Learning

I try to raise the bar on
higher-level thinking skills by
having high expectations and

Raising the bar means preparing students to succeed in

by believing in the children

the 21st century, whether it’s through technology or new

more than they believe in

teaching strategies.

themselves.

For TAC teachers it means having high expectations and believing their students can succeed. They’re

Mark Sandy, 4th grade, reading and social studies
Mount Rainier, Maryland

asking their students open-ended questions, incorporating real-life applications into their lessons, and
encouraging their students to go deeper in search of understanding.
Teachers are also flipping their classrooms—taking a back seat and letting their students drive the
discussions and take ownership of their learning. They’re not just asking students for the answer, but
how they got to the answer and to think about more than one way to solve a problem. By becoming
classroom facilitators and promoting inquiry-based learning, teachers are seeing growth in their
students, and that’s rewarding.
But moving toward higher-level thinking skills presents new dilemmas for teachers, caution some TAC
teachers. How do they measure critical thinking? How can they determine how well their students
interpret and infer? How can they build strong relationships that nurture student engagement?

Our education system doesn’t
teach kids that it’s okay to fail—
that you can’t always succeed
the first time, but you can learn
from failure and from there
figure out how to meet your
objectives.
Nghia Le, High school, science and engineering
Houston, Texas
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The data show that the
old stand-and-deliver
model—I’ll stand up

I spend time showing my students the processes: how to ask analytical
questions, how to set themselves up for discussion, how to break down
a text. They write questions, they choose key passages, they explain,
explicate, create. I take notes and revise questions. After the second
week in class I never have silence.

here and show you—is
no longer an effective
way to teach. We’re
in new territory as
we think about 21st
century learners.
Carolyn Paletta, 7th and 8th grade,
instructional coach
Golden, Colorado

Cate Dossetti, 11th grade, English
Fresno, California

You learn what excites and motivates your students if you
have a good relationship. When you know what makes
them tick, it opens up a whole realm of possibilities.
Kids look beyond what they have to know to what they
want to know.
Courtney Cadwell, K-8, STEM instructional coach
Los Altos, California

Sometimes, in order to reach my students, I have to
connect with them culturally. I have to build a relationship
with them that goes beyond the textbook.
Rhonda Threet, 1st grade, reading and math
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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Carolyn Paletta

7th and 8th grade, instructional coach

Carmody Middle School,
Jeffco Public Schools
Golden, Colorado

21

Years in
education

• District mentor for instructional coaches and teachers
• ASCD

Carolyn Paletta’s oldest son was severely burned in an accident at his
daycare center. Her daughter was at Columbine. Her youngest son
was in special education. Each child had someone special—a teacher,
a coach, a principal—who helped him or her tackle challenges,
find the best in him- or herself, and succeed in school. Two of her
children are now teachers; the third is a chef. That’s why Carolyn is an
educator—to give that to other kids.

Favorite food

fried green tomatoes
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Trait I most admire in a principal

compassion

Proudest moment

fulfilling my dream of
owning a place in Italy

Favorite movie

“Slumdog Millionaire”

Carolyn Paletta says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

Right now, teachers are having to create those rubrics on their own. Colorado

The data show that the old stand-and-deliver model—I’ll stand up here and

has not given money for this, and our own district—like many districts across

show you—is no longer an effective way to teach. We’re in new territory as

the nation—is in a budget crisis. Instructional coaches, who can help develop

we think about 21st century learners. If we want students to think critically,

measures, are always at risk of being cut.

teachers have to think about how to apply and
transfer knowledge and what strategies will get

Relevant

When I started out as a teacher, it was very taboo to talk about how your

your kids there.

professional

it is posted by every teacher. If teacher X and teacher Y are teaching the same

Right now I’m working with our math

development:

thing and getting different results, then that’s a conversation you should be

we’re having a conversation about the root of this.

different for

Young teachers especially want to find out how they can improve; veterans

I’ve asked teachers, “Are you having kids use and

every teacher.

department. The scores are not very good, and

apply math or having kids just do math?” Think

students were doing. I was very cautious about sharing data. Now at our school,

having. What works, what doesn’t? Teachers won’t grow without being reflective.
struggle with it more. At Carmody we’ve formed a professional learning
community, led by the principal, vice principal, and instructional coach.

about fractions, about how you were taught. When you only ask kids to do it,

Teachers are required to be part of an ongoing discussion about this. It’s scary,

they do it for assessment purposes and they forget it. Instead we have to show

but you build trust with time. The principal encourages us. He says, “It’s not

them where it fits into their lives. Take a cookie recipe for 24. We’re expecting 38

about you. We’re a team. It’s about what’s working, and the only way we can do

at the party. How do we do that? Don’t we want cookies for all of our guests?

that is to share our data.”

On collaboration and FEEDBACK
We have to get kids doing critical thinking, but we also have to measure and
assess students. How well do they interpret, infer? What does proficient critical
thinking look like? We have to develop the methodology to measure all that.

Teaching is a tough job, and teachers fail if they don’t get the support they need.
They need relevant professional development, and it’s different for each teacher.
Teachers need a voice around professional development. Their voices have to be
heard if we’re going to get the right resources and supports that make teachers
effective in the classroom.
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Angelina Sáenz

Kindergarten

Aldama Elementary School,
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, California

12

Years in
education

• Lead teacher, dual language program
• Adjunct professor of education, Antioch University

After majoring in theater, Angelina Sáenz was primed to pursue a
life on the stage. But then the Los Angeles Unified School District
started “hiring everyone off the street” to meet class-size reduction
mandates, she says. She took a teaching job, ended up working in the
Echo Park neighborhood (where she was raised), and was surprised
to discover that she had an incredible rapport with her students. In
teaching prospective educators, she advises them to have a “standalone spirit” during the first five years in the classroom—to consider
themselves solely responsible for the education of their students.
For relaxation

I exercise
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Guilty pleasure

gummy worms

Proudest moment

when my sons were born

Angelina Sáenz says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

professional development led by charismatic individuals in how children

The first requirement for a teacher to be effective is to take 100 percent

learn a second language, in how they learn to read and write, in their math

responsibility for the kids in your care that year. Teachers have to know their

development. What are the classroom structures that help children learn?

students instructionally and have to have a 100 percent commitment to those
students, and assume that as teachers, they’re

On New Evaluation Systems

going to do it all themselves. If we can’t do that,

Taking 100%

I wish when teachers were hired, someone looked them in the eye and said,

then we’re always going to be throwing our hands

responsibility

“These are our expectations of what you are going to do with the students and

for students’

resistance to that idea—that we’re going to use data to look at the work you’ve

up in the air to something external.
I cannot live with wasting a child’s time. It’s
grueling for a child to go through 12 or 13 years

learning.

and just hear talk, talk, talk. It doesn’t have to
be Disneyland. I don’t feel like I have to entertain them. But I do feel like they
deserve to be engaged. I always want my students to be spending their time
doing something worthwhile.
I always know what my instructional objectives are. So if I’m teaching how to
write a personal narrative, it’s about an event that happens in sequential order
and carries meaning for the child. We use words like “small moment” or “big
feeling.” I can do all the modeling, but when we have a fire drill and a student
looks at me and says, “We’re having a small moment, and I’m going to write
about it,” then the student independently owns that idea.

On professional development

this is how we are going to keep track of you doing it.” To see such passionate
done with your students—is so interesting. I just want to understand how
change happens. We’re in the midst of it, but I don’t know what stage of change
we’re in. The incredible thing is that some teachers continue to ignore that
this conversation—about using student data to evaluate teachers—is now
happening.

On Leadership
A principal’s position is two things—the manager of the school and the
instructional leader. For me, a principal should be an ongoing adult learner,
someone who, of their own initiative, is always aware of what practices are
showing promise nationally. The principal should impart that to the faculty. The
district says, “Here is the textbook we’ve adopted. Make sure you’re teaching all
these lessons.” And teachers are just going through the motions. But a principal
can say, “This is how it all fits.”

The thing that concerns me most about our profession is that I don’t think our
teachers are rooted in the foundations of learning. I wish there were ongoing
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Mark Sandy

4th grade, reading and social studies

Mount Rainier Elementary School,
Prince George’s County Public Schools
Mount Rainier, Maryland

11

Years in
education

• Board member, Prince George’s County Educator’s Association
• Delegate, Maryland State Education Association and National
Education Association
• Former grade-level team leader

Mark Sandy was in college planning to become an engineer and
acting in an Off-Broadway musical called “Purlie,” when one night,
he noticed there were a lot of children in the audience. He ended up
compromising the authenticity of the work by ad-libbing many of the
lines he thought would be offensive to young ears. It proved to be a
pivotal moment. He realized he had a knack for dealing with children,
and his quest to become a teacher began.

Favorite carnival ride

merry-go-round
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When I’m not working

I’m with my kids

Guilty pleasure

hot wings, ice cream,
and apple pie

Mark Sandy says …
On Teachers’ perspectives

is doing, and students know whether a teacher is able to reach them. The only

After I got into the classroom with the kids, I knew right then and there that,

concern I have is the weight their surveys are given. Making sure it’s fair and

yes, this is what I’m going to do. What I didn’t know, however, was how many

balanced is just as important as making sure everyone is involved.

other things a teacher does on a day-to-day basis outside of the lesson plan. That
includes everything from making sure students

On Raising the Bar on Learning

eat to collecting forms to calling parents to going

Embracing

I try to raise the bar on higher-level thinking skills by having high expectations

to assemblies. There are so many more things

feedback from

and by believing in the children more than they believe in themselves. I also

requires flexibility. That’s the first thing I’d tell a

everyone—fellow

the 21st century, whether it’s through technology or new teaching strategies.

new teacher: Be flexible.

teachers, parents

I encourage them to think outside the box, to ask questions, to go beyond

and students.

problem.

to teaching than just doing a great lesson, and it

On New Evaluation Systems
To gauge whether I’m doing a good job, I prefer

frequent but informal observations, ones that provide constructive criticism but

keep up with changes in education and make sure I’m preparing students for

what’s in front of them, and to understand that there are several ways to solve a

On Leadership

do not adhere to a rigid checklist based on what you did or didn’t do. Formal

I’m getting a master’s degree in curriculum and instruction and administration,

assessments are not as natural as informal assessments. Self-assessments and

and I’m considering becoming a principal, so I’ve thought a lot about what the

peer reviews should also be part of the mix, especially if the peer reviews are

job entails. The principal has to have a great deal of balance. He’s definitely a

conducted by someone who has experience teaching the same grade level. Who

manager. He has to know the teachers, the students, the parents, and all those

better to observe teachers than other teachers, especially those who are familiar

involved in the community. At the same time, the principal has to be very

with the curriculum?

knowledgeable about curriculum and best practices. The job also requires a

I also welcome feedback from parents and students. I believe they should be
a part of a teacher’s evaluation. Parents—especially involved parents—know
whether a teacher has done a good job of communicating how well their child

combination of what I call steel and velvet. While the principal has to be willing
and ready to make tough decisions that everyone may not agree with, he also
has to be a great collaborator, someone that pulls people in, involves them in the
process, and makes them feel like they are being heard.
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Christine Snyder

High school, English; instructional coach

Environmental Science and
Technology High School, Alliance
College-Ready Public Schools
Los Angeles, California

7

Years in
education

•
•
•
•

Department chair
Policy advocate, Alliance College-Ready Public Schools
2009 Spotlight Teacher Award, New Leaders
National Council of Teachers of English

Christine Snyder studied acting with her eye on a stage career. Then,
working for a year in a performing arts school in New York, she
became smitten with teaching. “I just love watching my students
learn,” she says. Snyder now teaches English in a charter school in
Los Angeles. Her school is implementing changes in curriculum,
teacher evaluation, and student assessments as part of district
college-ready reform efforts funded by the Gates Foundation. “We’re
smack in the middle of nowhere, and far ahead of most,” she says.
“It’s a big transition and an exciting time.”
My mother gave me

wisdom
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My father gave me

confidence

Trait I most admire in a principal

love

Christine Snyder says …
On teachers’ perspectives

I felt emboldened to advocate for myself. I turned to my administrators right

I was going to quit teaching last year. I’ve always been considered an effective

there at the table and said, “What can you do for me, because I can’t go on like

teacher, and I’ve felt supported by my administration. But there are intense

I am.” And they said, “Okay, then. You’ll be on our pilot program for these

pressures on teachers right now, especially to close the achievement gap. Read

reforms.” So now I teach half-time, and the rest of the time I’m talking to

The New York Times. It’s all about, “Are we

teachers about the implications of the college-ready program. I’m a mouthpiece

expecting too much from our teachers?” I work

Becoming a

10, 12 hours a day. I’m in a constant state of

strong voice for

in our system. We have no union—no formal structure for talking to people at

I need to respond to. And students come to us

teacher needs

work, but how I get there is up to me. It’s really a dream role for me.

without the preparation, without the skills. It’s

and concerns.

burnout. I have 150 students writing essays that

catch-up.

for teachers. My mandate is to articulate the needs and concerns of 300 teachers
the home office about our concerns. I have to demonstrate results around my

My administrators have faith in my instructional work. They found a way to
promote me, and keep me. I’m an instructional coach—I meet with teachers

The narrative about teachers has been co-opted by people who are not in the

and provide leadership that way. I want to know what they need, and I want

classroom, who are not teachers. Teachers are being talked about. There are few

us to see those needs in the context of the larger narrative being told about

forums in which we narrate our own stories. I felt like no one was listening to

educational reform. What teachers need varies as much as what students need.

teachers. But my administration listened to me. The turning point was when I

What I need is different from my colleague down the hall. Teachers need time

was invited to a Gates Foundation conference. It was like being given water in

out of the classroom to improve their practice, present at conferences, step back,

the desert. I heard people saying, “Let’s find a way to make teachers’ lives more

nourish themselves. We need a better curriculum to implement the Common

sustainable.” “Let’s find ways for teachers to move up without moving out of the

Core and better support implementing the curriculum, all the way through.

classroom.” And I thought, “Yes, we must find a way to keep what’s happening

How are we going to navigate our way as teachers through these new ways of

to me from happening to other teachers.”

teaching and not burn out?
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Common Core

It’s no longer the memorize-

Implementation of the Common Core State Standards is

and-spit-back model of

causing teachers to think in new ways about how they

learning. Teaching to the

teach, what skills their students need to learn, and how

Common Core standards is

they can help their students reach higher.

going to give us a whole nation

And because all teachers are responsible for teaching reading and writing skills, no matter what their
content specialty, it’s inspiring more collaboration among teachers across subjects and curricula, say
TAC teachers.
As districts make the shift to Common Core, TAC teachers are seeing their students become better

of better thinkers. But it
requires making a shift.
Melodee Olson, Middle school, science and Latin
Phoenix, Arizona

thinkers and more engaged in learning. There’s less memorization, more emphasis on problem solving,
closer reading of texts, and deeper learning.
The implementation does present challenges to those teaching at the lower grade levels and in some
curriculum areas, caution TAC teachers. How does a 1st grade teacher incorporate the more complex
Common Core standards when she’s concentrating on teaching a child how to read? Or how does
an arts instructor justify taking time away from arts instruction to tutor in Common Core subjects?
There’s a need for better curricula, more complex metrics for measuring achievement, and greater
support for implementation efforts.

We are deep into the
changes the Common Core
standards are bringing.
The idea of standards is
great, but implementation
is full of challenges.
Kathryn Gillespie, 11th and 12th grade, math
Bloomington, Illinois
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The Common Core
requires me to really
think about the
way I am teaching
reading and writing.
Like all standards, it
assumes kids are on
grade level, and this
is often not the case,
especially in schools
that I’ve taught in.

The standards are forcing a more
thorough examination of the text,
more expectations in lab work, and
they’re training students to actively
pull out information they’ll be
required to know.
Marcus Watson, 7th grade, life science; 8th
grade, physical science
Waycross, Georgia

As a teacher, I need to ask
myself, “What is the skill my
students need to learn?” rather
than “What is the book I love to
teach?”
Sherri McPherson, High school, English language arts
Lexington, Kentucky

We need a better curriculum to implement the Common Core and
better support implementing the curriculum, all the way through.
How are we going to navigate our way as teachers through these
new ways of teaching and not burn out?
Christine Snyder, High school, English; instructional coach
Los Angeles, California

Latisha Coleman, 2nd grade
District of Columbia

For kindergarten and 1st grade teachers, it’s a bit frustrating
to figure out how to effectively incorporate some of the more
complex reading standards, when our focus is teaching kids
how to read.
Shenise White, 1st grade
Atlanta, Georgia

We’re beginning to see a higher level of
engagement from the students. I’m spending
more time one-on-one with students and less
time lecturing. It’s a positive change.
Sophia Faridi, 6th grade, language arts
Davie, Florida
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Patrick Sprinkle

High school, American government
and economics

Bronx Collegiate Academy, New
York City Department of Education
The Bronx, New York

4

Years in
education

• 12th grade team leader
• School data specialist
• Leader, school chapter, United Federation of Teachers

Patrick Sprinkle grew up in a “hardscrabble mill town” in Ohio, where
the high school was built back when Woodrow Wilson was president.
He had a sense, even then, that education could be a whole lot better.
He sees urban education as the “civil rights battle of our era” and is
passionate about improving the quality of life for the kids he teaches
in New York City. Sprinkle is working on a doctorate in social studies
education at Teachers College, Columbia University, so that he can
develop a curriculum to promote higher levels of political and civic
engagement.
Guilty pleasure

chocolate
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When I’m not working

I’m rooting for Ohio
State football

If I wasn’t a teacher

I’d be running the county
board of elections

Patrick Sprinkle says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

the quality of teachers, gains for students will follow. I see schools of education

The day I go to the suburbs to teach, that’s when I’ll know it’s time to give up

as the next frontier for education reform. We need to have incentives to recruit

teaching. I am devoted to teaching in this inner-city school in the nation’s

the best and the brightest, and then improve how we teach them.

poorest congressional district. I would give this advice to new teachers: Go
to a high-needs urban school and work to

On New Evaluation Systems

improve student outcomes. That’s where you

Want to make a real

Good teachers need to be taught to be self-reflective. That has been the most

can make a difference.

difference? Teach at

valuable form of evaluation for me. It happens after every lesson, every class,

a high-needs urban

themselves every day, they won’t need to fear outside evaluation. In New York,

It’s sometimes challenging to teach high
school students; they’ve lost their youthful
innocence, and they can be cynical, especially

school.

about politics. I am constantly trying new
ways to engage them and getting them to think critically. I’m passionate about
politics, and I could lecture all day about the Electoral College, but what my
students really want to know is that I care about them as people, that I’ll make
sure they’re successful. I try to meet them where they are. I use YouTube, “The
Daily Show,” whatever I can to capture their interest. We discuss social issues
like the Dream Act because it’s relevant to them and going to have an impact on
their lives.

On teachers’ perspectives
As a graduate student at Teachers College, I see a lot of deficiencies and areas
for growth in teacher education. Too often, when it comes to GRE and SAT
scores, teachers in training are at the low end of the spectrum. But if we raise

and it’s how I improve my daily practice as a teacher. When teachers evaluate
students need to pass standardized tests to graduate. And I need test data to
know how my students are doing, so I definitely think test scores should be part
of any evaluation. They’re a part of the puzzle but not the only piece. It’s also
essential to listen to students and hear what they have to say because they pay
attention to the small things. I usually give a survey to my students. Once, a
student wrote, “You should smile more.” I took that message to heart.

On Leadership
As the school data specialist and leader of our school’s chapter of the United
Federation of Teachers, I’ve come to understand that the principal’s role is
critical. You can’t have a great school without a great principal. He establishes
the culture and steers the ship. He must be willing to take the time to establish
relationships with teachers and students. He has to have passion for kids,
trust the teachers as adults, and without being a micromanager, hold them
accountable for results.
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Lisa Suomi

Middle school, instructional coach

North Arvada Middle School,
Jeffco Public Schools
Arvada, Colorado

13

• Educator leadership team, Stand for Children Colorado

Years in
education

Lisa Suomi’s mother taught the same group of autistic students from
1st grade through high school graduation. “I grew up with them,
and I knew teaching special needs children was something I wanted
to do,” Suomi says. After years in the classroom, Suomi became
an instructional coach this fall. She has testified at the statehouse
on literacy and adolescent education issues, as part of Stand With
Children Colorado’s strategy team. “I knew I was being effective for
the students sitting in front of me, but I wanted to do something to be
more effective for other students,” she says.
When I’m not working

I read, hike, garden, and cook
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Favorite song

“Crash” by Dave Matthews Band

Trait I most admire in my students

willingness to try new things

Lisa Suomi says …
On raising the bar on learning

I can’t imagine doing my job without having good data. When we first started

Our instructional model has changed. We’ve made a huge shift to what’s called

looking at it six or seven years ago, we’d talk about the trends, and we wanted to

“the gradual release of responsibility,” where we’re making sure the kids are

know what we should do, and there was no guidance for that. Most of my career

doing things themselves. Kids and their families have also changed a lot, and a

has been with kids who are struggling. Being able to identify gaps students have

lot of adaptation has to happen in our instruction and in how schools deal with

and work to fill those in is so crucial.

families. Our population of English language
learners keeps growing, and our poverty levels
have grown tremendously in the last couple of
years, and that brings new challenges into schools
and classrooms. If we don’t change with our

Good teaching
starts with having
good data and

students, they’re going to get left behind.

then applying

Advocacy is important. A teacher can sometimes

that information

be that squeaky wheel. When Stand for Children

to help students

did our lobbying day with a whole bunch of
parents and teachers, I learned that when I speak

learn and grow.

as a Stand member and as a teacher, I get listened
to in a different way.

On professional development
I think teachers need individual support. A lot of times, professional
development is placed out there as one-size-fits-all, which can make people tune

On New Evaluation Systems
The growth-producing feedback that comes from evaluations has helped me
tremendously. The number of people you get feedback from and the variety of
people you get it from matters. It can’t just be, “Hey, great job.” I had those kinds
of evaluations for years. I knew there was something more I could do, and I
never got any help in figuring out what.

On Leadership
There really needs to be differentiation in the role of the principal between a
managerial role and being an instructional coach. I think there actually needs
to be two principals—one who keeps the building running and one who focuses
on what’s going on in the classroom. They need a wide knowledge base, and
they should know best practices and be able to model them. They also need to
be able to take a stand when a stand needs to be taken, while being able to work
as a team.

out. Individualized professional development and accountability can play a big
part—if teachers are going to be expected to do something, they need to be held
accountable to that.
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Rhonda Threet

1st grade, reading and math

Pittsburgh King PreK–8,
Pittsburgh Public Schools
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

9

Years in
education

• Clinical resident instructor, Pittsburgh Public Schools
• Affiliate, Pacific Educational Group

A former social worker, Rhonda Threet is motivated by reaching those
students who struggle the most. The key components of her approach
are perseverance and hard work. She gives her all and expects her
students to do the same. She has faith that they will eventually start
to believe in themselves. Along the way, she encourages them to talk
about their learning and explain their thinking. When they get it—
when they say, “Look at what I’ve done!”—she’s inspired. “That,” she
says, “is what I signed up for.”
Favorite book

The Dreamkeepers
by Gloria Ladson-Billings
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Favorite song

“The Greatest Love of All”

If I were queen for a day

I would travel to different
countries for lunch

Rhonda Threet says …
On teachers’ perspectives

On New Evaluation Systems

Teaching requires a tremendous amount of effort. It requires a lot of passion and

We’ve also put various kinds of informal evaluations in place at my school.

persistence that, at the end of the day, can leave you drained. However, if you

We have growth partners, with whom we work one-on-one to improve our

really understand why you signed up for teaching, to bring knowledge to a mind

teaching. I’ll observe my partner’s classroom and give her feedback in a

so that a child can grow, that will give you strength.

supportive way, and she’ll come into my classroom and do the same thing. In

All of the other to-dos can wear you down, but you

Committed to

have to keep coming back to what brought you here

ending racial

in the first place.
I used to be one of those teachers who said, “I

disparities in

need time in my classroom to do this and that. I

the educational

don’t have time for training.” That changed last

system.

year, when I became a clinical resident instructor.

I embarked on a journey of growing professionally and learning what
valuable professional development looks like. Now I facilitate professional
development in my school, and my school is a teaching institute. Our job is to
put more effective teachers in front of the classroom and help eliminate racial
disparities in the educational system.

On collaboration and FEEDBACK

addition, we have instructional rounds, where we take the district’s evaluation
tool and use it as a rubric for taking notes in other teachers’ classrooms. Then
we meet as a group and discuss what we observed.

On Raising the Bar on Learning
Sometimes, in order to reach my students, I have to connect with them
culturally. I have to build a relationship with them that goes beyond the
textbook. This is an essential component of my teaching. I believe teaching the
whole child and trying to meet their specific needs is very important. I know I
can’t do everything, but I can let them know I understand where they’re coming
from and I can make sure that if I can’t help them, someone else can.
Everything in my classroom is inquiry-based. It’s not just me in front of the
students talking. It’s them having the chance to talk about what they understand
or what they don’t understand about the concepts. Of course, I have to give

Our professional learning communities are very effective. At times we rotate,

them a little bit of background, but it’s the students who are driving the

so a different teacher leads each meeting. One time, I wanted to look at data

instruction, and I see tremendous growth when that happens.

and how we displayed it in the classroom. As a group we came up with one
system, which has been very helpful for the kids. They no longer see their data
presented one way in one room and another way in a different room.
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Caroline Vance

Kindergarten

Aspire ERES Academy,
Aspire Public Schools
Oakland, California

6

Years in
education

• School K–2 team representative
• Fellow, Fund for Teachers
• Pilot teacher, Aspire Public Schools hybrid learning initiative

Caroline Vance started her teaching career with Teach For America, in
the Houston Independent School District. “My kids mastered content
under pretty challenging conditions,” she says. Vance took a break
from teaching and accepted a job as a project manager with Teach
For America, but she missed the experience of working directly with
young students. She returned to the classroom, this time with ERES
Academy, a public charter school in Oakland, California. Vance is fluent
in Spanish, the first language of many of the families she works with.

Favorite food

anything my husband cooks
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Trait I most admire in my students

unbridled curiosity

Proudest moment

the birth of my son

Caroline Vance says …
On teachers’ perspectives

On Collaboration and FEEDBACK

Kindergarten is where the magic happens. There’s something incredible about

Our students come to us with a lot of challenges, and my job is to make sure they

being a child’s first teacher. It’s the family’s first connection with their child’s

get a good foundation right out of the gate. Children rise to your expectations

school. It’s an opportunity to set the tone for them about what the school can

of them. It’s about building toward what you want them to achieve. Our school

do for them, what parents can do to advocate

day is very academic. My ability to do that well has to do with the colleagues I

for their kids. But connecting with really small

Infusing the

children took a while for me. Some are 4, not

youngest of

classroom multiple times during the week. I say to her, “This concept is not going

about school. Five-year-olds have such a literal

students with

and turn it around the next day. It’s an open atmosphere. We work in teams; we’re

and egocentric view of the world. I had to get

a sense of

even 5 yet. They are so, so little. They’re uncertain

down on their eye level and see the world from
their perspective.

confidence and

It’s quite lovely to be an adult in their lives who

purpose.

gets to say, “You’re working hard today,” or, “You’re
learning—I can see that.” I want them to know that I see them, see something
special in them. When they make a mistake, I want them to see I’ll still be a
constant and positive believer in them. Becoming a parent last year, it changes
how I look at the child who could possibly derail the day. I think, “Someone feels
the same way about that child as I feel about my son.” I’d like to feel that even on
my son’s naughtiest day his teacher would be constant with him.

work with at ERES. They work incredibly hard, long hours. The principal is in my
well. Can you help?” She’ll send me notes, little pedagogical tips, and I take them
accountable to each other. We get better together—that’s the approach.

On Blended Learning
It comes at a cost. A personal cost. I do wonder if it’s sustainable. The blended
day—half computers, half face-to-face—is good for many reasons, but it doesn’t
reduce the workload. I don’t know where the bandwidth will come from when
my son starts school. The parent-teacher conference after 5 p.m., the community
potluck, my students’ plays—will I be able to keep that up? Few of the teaching
staff here are parents. Something I’m thinking about a lot these days is how I will
balance my commitments to my professional community and my students with
what I give my family—they’re at the center. How do you do that?
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reforms

The narrative about

Too often educational reform initiatives have rolled right

teachers has been co-

past the people who have the most to contribute.

opted by people who are

Twenty-first century learning requires new ways of teaching, and TAC teachers want to be enlisted and
heard in the effort to shape what happens in the classroom and raise the bar on student learning. They
want to change the narrative that blames teachers. They want a voice.
To get students to think critically, become problem solvers, and meet the Common Core standards,
teachers need to embrace continual learning and be willing to try new models, say many TAC teachers.
The old paradigm of the teacher standing in front of the classroom and lecturing is no longer sufficient.
Teachers need to meet students where they are and respond to changing needs.
Technology plays a huge role in reform efforts, by providing ways to individualize learning, engage
students, and collect and analyze achievement data. Textbooks are no longer the norm. The Internet
provides opportunities for communicating with students, families, and professional colleagues, as well
as inspiration for lesson planning. But the barrage of reforms brought on by Race to the Top can be

not in the classroom,
who are not teachers.
Teachers are being
talked about. There are
few forums in which we
narrate our own stories.
Christine Snyder, High school, English;
instructional coach
Los Angeles, California

overwhelming. TAC teachers would like to see less bureaucracy, more support, and greater respect.

Innovation doesn’t come
from the top—it starts
in the classroom, but
the bureaucracy often
stifles it.
Ryan Kinser, Middle school, English
Odessa, Florida
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The union has played

People want to hear from teachers, and that’s a huge shift for me.
Andrew Vega, 8th grade, English language arts
Boston, Massachusetts

an important role in
this profession—a
profession dominated by

We’ve changed over the last

women, let’s not forget.

150 years in this country.

Lori Nazareno, Educational
researcher
Denver, Colorado

The world’s changed. Now
we’re expecting schools
and kids to do something

For so long, the only way you
could have your voice heard
in this profession was to go
into administration.
Amber Wilson, High school, English
Denver, Colorado

There are many important

different, but we’re stuck in

discussions taking place

the same old system. We’re

around reforms like teacher

still moving kids through a

I’m a workaholic by nature and never really

tenure and evaluation, but

19th century factory model.

often the rational middle is

One person, one classroom,

left out of the conversation.

same role all day long.

minded the hours, but there’s a fundamental
misunderstanding in this nation about how
much time it takes to teach well.

Phil Gerlach, 8th grade, English
Los Angeles, California

Lori Nazareno, Educational researcher
Denver, Colorado

Kenneth B. Haines, President, Prince George’s County
Educators’ Association
Forestville, Maryland

By bringing us all together, the Gates Foundation is taking teacher discussions out of the
teachers’ lounge and putting them on a much larger platform. We come together, and new
understanding comes out of those conversations. It’s much more synergistic.
Armando Orduña, High school, education
Houston, Texas
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Andrew Vega

8th grade, English language arts

Orchard Gardens K–8 Pilot School,
Boston Public Schools
Boston, Massachusetts

6

Years in
education

• 2009 College Board AP Fellow
• 2010 Sontag Prize in Urban Education, Boston Public Schools
• Teach Plus Teaching Policy Fellow

The son of Mexican immigrants, Andrew Vega is a testament to the
power of education to change one’s path in life. Out of more than 40
first cousins, Vega and his siblings were the only ones who finished
high school and college. He attributes their success to his parents
taking school seriously and taking advantage of the educational
opportunities available to them. After teaching in Los Angeles, he
moved across the country to a turnaround school in Boston, where his
initial disillusionment with teaching has been replaced by enthusiasm.

Favorite novel

A Prayer for Owen Meany
by John Irving
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Proudest moment

when I realized my first year in
Boston was a success

If I wasn’t a teacher

I’d be a lawyer

Andrew Vega says …
On teachers’ perspectives

On New Evaluation Systems

I think a big factor in why I’m still in the classroom was moving from L.A.

I think the most significant thing happening in teaching is that the evaluation

to Boston; it was a chance for me to ask: Am I unhappy with teaching, or am

of teachers has come to the forefront. The conversation has shifted from what

I unhappy with teaching in California? And it was teaching in California. A

is wrong with the children to who is standing in front of them. Massachusetts

second reason is the constant conversation that

has changed its evaluation to one that sets goals for student performance and

is now happening in the field of education. It is

Understanding

at the forefront of politics, and it’s interesting to

the whole student

for? There is a camp that wants to use it to determine who to fire and a camp

ways. People want to hear from teachers, and

can lead to better

level and may not be proficient on the state test, they are improving. Learning is

that’s a huge shift for me. I wouldn’t have these

teaching.

see the work that we do talked about in different

opportunities if I weren’t still in the classroom.
As a teacher, the challenges beyond the field of

education are what frustrate me. Are my students getting quality medical care?
Are there social workers following up? You can’t ask a child to push aside those
struggles when they are completely occupying him. Last year, I had a student
who was here illegally, and his parents wouldn’t take him to the doctor. Also,
there is so much information that I don’t have access to for security reasons,
but what if the reading that I’m assigning depicts a child’s trauma? I have a hard
time figuring out why these fields operate so separately from each other. There
has to be a better way of communicating to teachers what is going on.

professional practice, but one of the big divisive points is: What do we use it
that is asking what to make better. Even when students are reading below grade
happening.

On Leadership
I’ve had two very different types of principals—one who had never been a
teacher before and one who, I would argue, is a master teacher. A principal
should be a facilitator of student learning and not necessarily a facilitator of
managing adults. My principal says, “My job is to make your job easier,” and
that’s why he was able to move me across the country. At our school, all of
the goals are teacher created and teachers make the curriculum decisions. He
created a position for a chief operating officer, someone to handle logistics.
The principal gets to spend most of the day in classrooms or with teachers, not
ordering books or janitorial supplies. Before he was principal, half the staff left
every year. Now 90 percent stay. I don’t feel managed; I feel developed.
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Jane Viau

11th and 12th grade, statistics and microeconomics

KIPP NYC College Prep High School
New York, New York

11

Years in
education

•
•
•
•

School Advanced Placement program coordinator
AP statistics exam reader
Board member, Educators for Excellence
Consultant lecturer, REACH (Rewarding Achievement)

At the age of 35, Jane Viau decided to give up a career as an
investment banker and do something she found more meaningful.
Her first stop was a nonprofit organization, where she worked as a
fundraiser. Then 9/11 happened. The event made her realize she had
to be in a place where she could make a difference in a direct and
significant way, and she went into teaching. She deliberately chose to
work in Harlem, where she’s been for 11 years and intends to stay.

Favorite travel spot

any beach, anywhere
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Favorite book

Super Freakonomics by Steven
D. Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner

Favorite carnival ride

SooperdooperLooper at
Hershey Park

Jane Viau says …
On teachers’ perspectives

allows teachers to do what they’re supposed to do—focus on the content. At

I teach teenagers. Teenagers have a lot of drama, especially the teenagers I teach.

KIPP, they give every teacher a BlackBerry. If a kid is misbehaving in your

They actually have adult drama. They might be homeless right now, they might

class, you text a dean and, inside of five minutes, they’re in your room. It really

have parents with substance abuse problems, and they lash out occasionally.

frees us up to teach. If some kid wants to throw a desk, I don’t want to lose 20

In the beginning I thought it must be me and I took

minutes dealing with that kid. In my other school, I could lose an entire period,

it personally, but it truly has nothing to do with me.

Helping

It has to do with whatever happened that morning,

students grow

whatever they have going on at home. They’re taking

but here it’s addressed and you move on, and everyone takes a deep breath and I
can get back the whole rest of the period. There are no lost days—ever.

it out on me, but they’re hurting. They’re basically

from reluctant

sending a red flag up and saying, “I need help.” Once

learners

When it comes to evaluating teachers, I think a multifaceted approach is the

relationships with students improved.

into engaged

from peers who teach the same content. Those peers should be master teachers,

Ultimately, teachers have to be in this because they feel

scholars.

I realized that, my classroom management and my

like it’s a calling and not just a job to pay the bills. I love
it because it’s so satisfying to see that metamorphosis from being a reluctant or
a scared learner to an excited and engaged scholar. It’s unbelievably invigorating
to help kids feel like it’s OK to be smart. You’re literally transforming lives. That’s
meaningful. Creating bonds and selling structured financial vehicles is not
changing the world. This is changing the world.

On leadership
Another thing that’s been hugely helpful is to have deans who are in charge

On New Evaluation Systems
most appropriate. In addition to managers, it needs to include observations
experts in your content area, and outside your school building. They should
also be trained, so there is consistency to the evaluations. The peer observations
should be used to provide specific feedback so teachers can learn from them in
a constructive, not a punitive, way. An evaluation should also include surveys
from students, which we do at KIPP and I find very valuable. We also videotape
our classes and that’s valuable as well. It’s one thing to say this or that happened
and you may or may not remember the specifics. But when someone can stop
the video and say, “Right there, a kid’s hand was up for three minutes and you
didn’t acknowledge it,” then you can learn from that. At KIPP, they do this in a
supportive way, not a “gotcha” kind of way.

of discipline. They swiftly and consistently deal with student behavior, which
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Mary Wasiak

High school, biology for English
language learners

David Crockett High School, Austin
Independent School District
Austin, Texas

5

Years in
education

• District curriculum writer
• Professional development teacher
• Teacher Advisory Panel, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation Measures
of Effective Teaching project

Before teaching, Mary Wasiak was in the food business, worked as a
lawyer, and held several volunteer positions—as a health instructor
and advocate at Planned Parenthood and an AIDS clinic, and as an
attorney assisting victims of domestic violence. When she decided to
go back to work full time after raising three children, she surrendered
to her love of teaching and teenagers and became a high school
teacher. It is her hardest career but the most rewarding. The best part
of teaching, she says, is taking teens who are disengaged and finding
a way to recapture them.
Favorite movie

“Dr. Strangelove”
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Favorite song

“A Sunday Kind of Love”
by Etta James

Guilty pleasure

KenKen math puzzles

Mary Wasiak says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

Meaningful professional development, where I can focus on a specific area that I

I love teaching high school and working with teenagers. They’re at an incredible

feel needs work rather than a district-wide, one-size-fits-all approach, also helps

transitional phase. They have a real need for limits, guidance, and support. But,

to keep me reflective about my teaching. Finding a good mentor is key, too. At

at the same time, I need to respect them and point them toward independence.

our school, our principal brought in Dr. Robert Parker, a renowned expert in

There’s a real art in finding a balance, and it’s different for each student.

English as a second language from the Education Alliance at Brown University.

Seeing my students succeed is what keeps me

Collaboration,

going. I’ve had a number of students come back

responsive school

to our school after dropping out because they

Over several years, he would coach me and observe my teaching. I took full
advantage of him as a resource, asking him questions and getting his feedback.

On Leadership

failed state tests and ask to work with me. After

leadership,

putting the right supports in place and helping

and tailored

principal who listens and responds to my concerns and ideas makes all the

take off and fly. They’re the ones who do the hard

professional

work, and it’s incredibly rewarding and uplifting

school, and all the teachers had to buy in to make it work. It’s a reform where

development

you only give grades for mastering specific standards or skills, and there are

pave the way.

lot more work for the teacher because students take a test and then a retest if

them believe they can do it, I see my students

to watch.

On Collaboration and FEEDBACK

Peer collaboration is critical to keeping my teaching fresh. I got good advice
as a new teacher: Approach your colleagues with humility and respect, and
work hard to build a support network. At our school we have very structured
professional learning communities. Our biology course group meets every
week. We write rubrics and common assessments and share resources. We
identify the knowledge and skills we’re looking for. We have a great team of
teachers, and we’re like a well-oiled machine.

It’s also important to me to have school leaders whom I admire and trust. A
difference. Our principal put into place standards-based grading for our whole

no grades for class participation, turning in homework, or extra credit. It’s a
necessary until the students master the skills they need to know. The teacher has
to continually create new tests. The kids don’t give up because it’s an ongoing
process and they don’t have to master the skill on the first test. If they get a
higher grade on the retest, they aren’t given an average, but rather the higher
grade. The first year we took baby steps. We’re now in the third year, and we are
fine-tuning. The students like it because it’s fair, they know the expectations,
there are supports in place to help them succeed, and they don’t give up.
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Marcus Watson

7th grade, life science; 8th grade,
physical science

Ware County Middle School,
Ware County School District
Waycross, Georgia

21

Years in
education

• Assistant principal for one year
• Department head, special education

Marcus Watson has spent 21 years in education, mostly teaching
students with developmental disabilities and more recently, middle
school science. He spent one year as an assistant principal but
realized his passion was teaching and returned to the classroom.
Because he desired a new challenge, three years ago he got certified
to teach middle school. In his classroom he seeks out the hard-toreach kids and finds a way to connect with them. He says: If you
can sell yourself to students, you can teach anything—it’s all about
establishing relationships.
Favorite movie

“Cool Hand Luke”
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My mother told me

you can’t save them all

The trait I most admire
in my students

the ability to adapt

Guilty pleasure

chocolate ice cream

Marcus Watson says …
On Raising the Bar on Learning

instrument that accounts for different teaching styles. Right now our

My style of teaching is so old-school that it’s now new-school. I do a lot of

evaluation system is a big checklist—did you see this or did you see that in the

interactive reading, having students read aloud from the text, referring back

classroom? But you can have an effective teacher who doesn’t fit the checklist,

to the standards, and quick writing. That way I can see who’s keeping up and

and an evaluation should look at outcomes. I’d like to see more teacher

who’s not. I pride myself in turning reluctant readers into confident readers. I

involvement in the construction of the evaluation instrument.

tell them if a paragraph has 40 words and they know 30, they shouldn’t get hung
up on the 10 they don’t know. Once my students
write about a scientific topic, they own it. When

Going beyond

they make a statement of understanding that

a checklist to

includes vocabulary we’ve been working on, or
make an application of scientific principles to

evaluate teacher

everyday life, or start explaining concepts to their

performance.

neighbor, then I know they’ve got it.

On Common Core
I’m a big proponent of the Common Core State Standards. They’re going to
increase our expectations of our students, and we’ll start to see student growth
earlier. Sometimes we as educators don’t like change, but we have to get on
board. We have to get students ready for college and employment and to keep
us competitive in the world. The standards are going to ignite a lot of teachers.
As professionals we need more guidance and an idea bank for each subject and
grade level, and with the Common Core that’s now doable. Different subject

On New Evaluation Systems

areas won’t be isolated from each other. In science, we’re expecting a lot more of

I don’t have a problem being evaluated based on student test scores. In

our students, making them see applications and connections. They have to write

fact, I think 100 percent of my evaluation should be based on student

about science to demonstrate understanding. The standards are forcing a more

performance. I know that a lack of parent involvement is frustrating to some

thorough examination of the text, more expectations in lab work, and they’re

of my colleagues, but it’s not to me. I can get my students going no matter

training students to actively pull out information they’ll be required to know.

where they come from. If half my classroom is at a lower level, I’m up for the
challenge. In the classroom, every day is practice. It’s just like in athletics,
doing repetitions and building skills. But the test is game day. And in the
end, their performance is my product. I’d like to see a teacher evaluation
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Jason Westerlund

5th grade

P.S. 101 Q, New York City
Department of Education
Queens, New York

10

Years in
education

•
•
•
•
•
•

School leadership team
Team leader
Lead facilitator, math team
Technology integration lab site teacher
Common Core Fellow, NYCDOE
Exemplar reviewer, district online data and resource portal

As a Common Core Fellow in New York City schools, Jason Westerlund
became one of the first teachers in the district to receive intense
training in the new standards. Already enthusiastic about his work, the
training made him feel empowered and respected as a professional,
and he counts it among the things that keep him going in a job where
burnout is high. He advises newcomers to the profession to breathe,
surround themselves with people who value the importance of
teaching, and savor the light bulb moments.
My mother gave me

a huge heart
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My father gave me

a sense of humor

The last time I was on a bike

I prayed

Jason Westerlund says …
On Common Core

not preparing them to use technology and use it well, we are missing a major

With the Common Core, I find myself much more in the role of facilitator than

opportunity. Our class uses a SMART Board and a document camera on a

instructor. The learning process is much more hands-on and student-driven,

daily basis. We also use several websites. One is Glogster, where students can

and it includes authentic investigation. In math

make and share digital interactive posters. It’s a new and creative way for kids

especially, students are learning through problem

Surround

solving and building a much deeper level of

yourself with

presentations. We also use Edmodo, which is like a social media site for the

watch my kids share their math, use the right

people who value

give quizzes.

vocabulary, and think out loud when they come

the importance of

understanding. One of the cool parts of it is to

up to the SMART Board to explain their work.
If done right, our students will be much more

teaching to keep

successful in math in years to come.

burnout at bay.

The biggest change in literacy is the shift to more
nonfiction in the classroom and the use of commonly shared texts. In the past
we’ve used programs in which students had a lot of choice, so for the most
part they were reading different books. The Common Core wants us to focus

to present their learning. Another is Animoto, where they can make video
classroom. We use it to upload assignments, conduct polls, share resources, and

On Professional Development
The key to professional development is collaboration. You can’t do it on your
own. You have to have other people to bounce ideas off of and respond to. It
helps if you’re with a group of people who are energetic and enthusiastic, but
the people who are leading it also have to value your thoughts and opinions, so
they’re not telling you what to do but including you in the process of deciding
what to do and how best to do it. That’s huge.

on close reading of one text. Not that you want to drop student choice and

It also helps if the professional development is focused. We are trying to do so

independence, but you have to have a mix that includes a touchstone for what

many things at once that we never take the time to do one thing really well.

you’re teaching—something students can read and reread that creates an avenue

With focused professional development over a long period of time on the same

for text-dependent questions.

concept, the results are much more dynamic. Real change is also more likely if
there’s a safety net. If you are going to go out on a ledge and try something new,

On Technology in the Classroom

there should be supports in place that will build you up and strengthen you.

Technology is a hook for students. When we use technology in the classroom,
we need to tie it into where students are and where they are going. If we are
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Technology in
the Classroom
Computer technology is an increasingly essential and
dynamic tool in U.S. classrooms.
TAC teachers laud the benefits technology offers students, parents, and teachers themselves, whether

Students need choices in
how they learn and what they
learn, and technology gives
us those options. It takes
away teaching to the middle.
Susan Keyock, High school, special
education and technology coordinator
The Bronx, New York

it’s individualized student learning, class research projects, after-school social media for class problem
solving, apps that enable parents to track student progress, or digital media that connect teachers to
practice and policy discussions around the world. Many of their students are more motivated and

The blended day—half

engaged, they say.

computers, half face-to-face—

But they also caution that technology is not a cure-all. Many districts are still not adequately equipped,

is good for many reasons, but

and technology can’t level the playing field if all students do not have access. New technology often

it doesn’t reduce the workload.

means teachers need to develop expertise in technology, social media, and online programming, on
top of existing demands, and it leaves them accessible to students and parents after hours. Districts

Caroline Vance, Kindergarten
Oakland, California

must invest in ongoing technical staff to keep computers running.

We need to have up-to-date
equipment and the funding to meet
our needs. SMART Boards are great,
but when the light bulbs go out,
they’re expensive to replace.
Shenise White, 1st grade
Atlanta, Georgia
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I’m a believer that technology, especially in
education, needs to be used meaningfully. We
should resist being used by technology.
I use Edmodo, a virtual
community that lets
us continue learning
together outside the
classroom. Now my
students Edmodo
me at night. … They
share insights, riddles,
concepts we didn’t have
time for in class. It gives
them a voice.
Courtney Cadwell, K–8, STEM
instructional coach
Los Altos, California

James Liou, Senior program director, history and social studies
Boston, Massachusetts

Computer time is focused on basic
skill building and that gives me more
time to focus on developing conceptual
understanding in the classroom.
Devon Conley, Kindergarten, math
San Jose, California

Technology is changing our ability to track data,
assess reforms. It gives us important pieces of
information we didn’t have at our disposal before.
Keith Dell’Aquila, 7th grade, humanities
Los Angeles, California
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Shenise White

1st grade

Springdale Park Elementary School,
Atlanta Public Schools
Atlanta, Georgia

11

• 2011–12 school Teacher of the Year

Years in
education

As a child, Shenise White loved learning and played teacher to her
dolls. Her kindergarten teacher, Mrs. Cooper, allowed White to teach
alongside her because the young student was so proficient in the
content. From that moment on, she knew she wanted to be a teacher
and never wavered. Her advice to new teachers: Always remember
why you began teaching, keep that passion close, be flexible, and
always put your students first.

Trait I most admire in my students

their sense of humor
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Favorite Movie

“Pretty Woman”

Guilty pleasure

candy corn

Shenise White says …
On raising the bar on learning

Promethean Planet is amazing. I can download resources, educational videos,

An effective teacher meets the needs of all students, and her impact can be

and lesson plans to use with students in small groups or with the whole class

measured. She is conscious of her students’ academic and emotional needs. She

and project them on the Promethean board. We had a science unit about plants,

is a master of the content she teaches, and she is committed to improving her

where the students started growing plants in the classroom and then took them

teaching and growing professionally.

home. Parents emailed photos of the plants as they grew, and I displayed them

On Common Core
The implementation of Common Core State
Standards is really changing the discourse for
teachers, even at the primary level. It’s raising

Keep your passion

on the Promethean board. It was a great way to involve parents and connect

close. Be flexible.

them to our classroom.

Put students first

I’ve used TeachersPayTeachers, a website created by teachers, which features a

always.

variety of resources, like ready-made handouts. Some are free, and some you

expectations and bringing deeper knowledge
for our students. We’re now requiring students to provide evidence of what
they’ve learned from a text rather than just giving us their opinions about it.
For kindergarten and 1st grade teachers, it’s a bit frustrating to figure out how
to effectively incorporate some of the more complex reading standards, when

have to pay a small amount for, but the money goes to the teacher who created
it. I also use interactive flip charts and web-based programs such as Accelerated
Reader, First in Math, and Discovery Education. Teachers can check out iPods
for use during small group times. We can download math apps or phonics skill
games, and students are fully engaged.

our focus is teaching kids how to read. But in the upper grades, students are

Technology is great when it works, but it’s problematic when it doesn’t. We

very engaged and having richer discussions. We’re having a lot of conversations

need to have up-to-date equipment and the funding to meet our needs. SMART

and professional development at our school and at the district level about what

Boards are great, but when the light bulbs go out they’re expensive to replace.

implementation should look like at the primary level to prepare students for

You also need to have the support staff to keep them running. Sometimes the

what’s ahead. It’s so new for everyone, but we are feeling our way through.

turnaround time to get the things you need fixed is too long. We have laptop

On Technology in the Classroom
Using different technological resources has helped me to differentiate

carts but not enough to go around. So you find out about some great online
resources, but then there aren’t enough laptops and you have to share with other
classrooms. It can be frustrating.

instruction in my classroom, and it has made instructional time more engaging.
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Amber Wilson

High school, English

Thomas Jefferson High School,
Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado

11

Years in
education

•
•
•
•
•

Yearbook advisor
Co-chair, DPS Student Outcomes and Assessment Design Team
2012 Mile High Teacher
Board member, Colorado Education Association
Board member, Denver Classroom Teachers Association

It wasn’t until Amber Wilson was in college that someone took
notice of her skills as a writer and English student. So, after initially
majoring in business, she pursued a teaching career so she could
provide students with the inspiration and recognition she felt she
never received. Wilson is actively involved in her union at the local
and state levels, and she is part of efforts to determine the role that
student assessment should play in teacher evaluation.

Favorite travel spot

any beach, anywhere
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Trait I most admire in a principal

open-mindedness

If I was queen for a day

I’d command all families to read
a book together

Amber Wilson says …
On Common Core

grade and a non-tested subject, we have to create tests for you. I am co-chair

When students are engaged, it’s a beautiful moment. It’s palpable in the room.

of the DPS Student Outcomes and Assessment Design Team, and we’re still

There is an energy, a buzz. They are sitting up a little straighter. You can tell

figuring out what this should look like. I pray every day that I walk into that

in their body language that they are interacting. Sometimes you’ll hear a kid

committee, “Please don’t let us create a monster.” Hopefully, one of the reforms

do a little thinking out loud. They have to feel

that could be moving forward is shared accountability. I need the other

their way around a difficult, abstract thought.

Helping create

Then their eyes light up. I have to create an

an assessment

community failing.

almost run the class themselves because it is

system that

I’ve seen teachers who were told for 20 years that they were fine, and then all of

such an inquiry-based classroom. A lot of the

measures what

out of college would be paired with a strong mentor teacher, and we would treat

environment for them to do that. They can

Common Core is based on these ideas. Kids will
have to be part of teams. They’ll have to speak up

really counts.

so their boss can hear their ideas. They are going
to have to use tools and techniques that I don’t have a clue about. The more they
learn to creatively solve problems, the stronger those skills will be for them in
the future.

On New Evaluation Systems
We’re being asked to teach students in the 21st century, but we’re giving
students tests that don’t really measure what we’re being asked to teach them.
Testing doesn’t create a love for the content. It doesn’t create a love for learning.
Depending on the grade level you teach, you could have 30 instructional
days given to standardized testing. And now, in Colorado, 50 percent of our

stakeholders in on this. If our school fails, it isn’t just me failing. It’s us as a

a sudden they’re put on a plan of improvement. In my dream world, all teachers
it almost as a medical model. You can wrap evaluation and mentoring in this
residency idea for the first five years. If it doesn’t work, we can counsel them out,
but kids won’t suffer in the meantime.

On Collaboration and FEEDBACK
In my district, we’re piloting a new evaluation with peer observation. It was the
first opportunity in the 11 years that I had been teaching that I had that kind
of meaningful conversation about my practice. That helps me grow. I think it’s
significant that we now have opportunities for teachers to be leaders and still be
in the classroom. For so long, the only way you could have your voice heard in
this profession was to go into administration. That gives me so much hope—for
me and for others coming into the profession.

evaluation has to be based on student outcomes. So if you’re in a non-tested
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Amy Cook Youngman

7th and 8th grade, humanities

Aspire ERES Academy,
Aspire Public Schools
Oakland, California

6

Years in
education

• Mentor teacher
• Lead teacher, middle school team

As a Teach For America corps members in 2007, Amy Cook Youngman
was placed in an East San Jose school, where she noticed stark
differences between the educational opportunities available to the
children in her 2nd grade classroom and those she had growing up
just a few miles west. She says she “quickly fell in love” with the
mission of teaching. Now she’s working in middle school where,
she says, teachers have to be able to empathize with preteens to be
effective.

Favorite food

sweet potato fries
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Last time I was on a bike

I rode in the Levi’s GranFondo

If I wasn’t a teacher

I’d be an interior decorator

Amy Cook Youngman says …
On teachers’ perspectives

On Blended Learning

For teaching to work, for it to be sustainable, it has to be about the kids. When

We have a blended learning school, where kids are interacting with technology

I make it about me and what I’m doing, I fall on my face a lot. In my first

and we have a lot of small groups happening throughout the day. Technology is

two years of teaching, I had days where I would go home and say, “I’m not in

not a cure-all. The computer is not going to teach the child. But the programs

control, I’m not able to get any gains, I’m not getting through to this kid.” When

are really providing targeted, differentiated review and support. Especially in

I made it about the child, what strategies worked

middle schools, with small groups divided by skill level, you can completely

for the child and what other adults could come
and support the child, then I didn’t feel like I was
a failure. You have to not make it about yourself
and your pride.

Making it about
the kids, not your
pride.

There are so many different factors that make a teacher effective. You have to
have an inherent love of children. You have to be reflective and say, “That didn’t
go well. What can I do better?” Master teachers are able to do that second by
second, hour by hour. You have to be proactive about improving your practice.
We work in a realm where it’s so easy to find problems, but being solutionoriented is being honest about where you are in your practice and trying to seek
out people who can help you.

avoid classroom management issues. Students are less likely to put up a front
when they’re in a small group. And students aren’t going to be embarrassed if
they are at a lower reading level, because everyone in the group is at a lower
reading level.

On Leadership
My principal’s focus is really to be the instructional leader. She does a fantastic
job of being in the classroom once a day or once every other day. There are all
these ways that kids can get in trouble, but when they’re good, they often don’t
get rewarded. My principal and I brainstormed a positive incentive system.
Sometimes it’s Starbucks or Jamba Juice. We have a soccer game once a month,
and they all want to earn to play in the soccer game, or they can earn sitting on
the couch in my classroom. It’s been great for the culture of our school and for
the boys. But it’s not just getting the reward: It’s also the student feeling, “I’m
proud of myself.”
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Index by Name
Courtney Cadwell

Los Altos School District
Los Altos, California

Brittany Clark

Middle College High School, Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Latisha Coleman

Inspired Teaching Demonstration Public Charter School
District of Columbia

Devon Conley

Rocketship Discovery Prep, Rocketship Education
San Jose, California

Phil Gerlach

Edwin Markham Middle School, Los Angeles Unified School
District
Los Angeles, California

Kathryn Gillespie

Bloomington High School, District 87
Bloomington, Illinois

Kenneth B. Haines

Prince George’s County Educators’ Association
Forestville, Maryland

Benjamin Hernandez

Kenny Kraus

Sarah Smith Elementary School, Atlanta Public Schools
Atlanta, Georgia

Tina Krekoukis

I.S. 228 David A. Boody, New York City Department of Education
Brooklyn, New York

Kiley Krizan

Perry Traditional Academy, Pittsburgh Public Schools
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Nghia Le

Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas

High School for Engineering Professions (Booker T. Washington
High School), Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas

Christian Hill

James Liou

California Academy for Liberal Studies Charter Middle School,
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, California

Jesse Jeff

Tamera Malone

Cate Dossetti

Anne Keith

Sherri McPherson

Sophia Faridi

Susan Keyock

Kari Millan

Dru Davison

Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Keith Dell’Aquila

Fresno High School, Fresno Unified School District
Fresno, California

Indian Ridge Middle School, Broward County Public Schools
Davie, Florida

Steven P. Farley

Hill Campus of Arts and Sciences, Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado

Carl Finer

Animo Jefferson Charter Middle School, Green Dot Public Schools
Los Angeles, California
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Guilford County Schools
Greensboro, North Carolina

Delano Optional School, Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Bozeman Public Schools
Bozeman, Montana

The Metropolitan High School, New York City Department of
Education
The Bronx, New York

Ryan Kinser

Walker Middle Magnet School, Hillsborough County Public
Schools
Odessa, Florida

Boston Public Schools
Boston, Massachusetts

Kirby High School, Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Lafayette High School, Fayette County Public Schools
Lexington, Kentucky

Bell Elementary School, Tulsa Public Schools
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Sean Mullins

Normal Community High School and Normal Community West
High School, McLean County Unit 5
Normal, Illinois

Lori Nazareno

Center for Teaching Quality, Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado

Melodee Olson

Rhonda Threet

Armando Orduña

Caroline Vance

Adams Traditional Academy, Choice Academies, Inc.
Phoenix, Arizona

Austin High School, Magnet Program for Teaching Professions,
Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas

Carolyn Paletta

Carmody Middle School, Jeffco Public Schools
Golden, Colorado

Angelina Sáenz

Aldama Elementary School, Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, California

Mark Sandy

Mount Rainier Elementary School, Prince George’s County Public
Schools
Mount Rainier, Maryland

Tonya Slagle

Will Rogers College High School, Tulsa Public Schools
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Christine Snyder

Environmental Science and Technology High School, Alliance
College-Ready Public Schools
Los Angeles, California

Patrick Sprinkle

Bronx Collegiate Academy, New York City Department of
Education
The Bronx, New York

Lisa Suomi

North Arvada Middle School, Jeffco Public Schools
Arvada, Colorado

Pittsburgh King PreK–8, Pittsburgh Public Schools
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Aspire ERES Academy, Aspire Public Schools
Oakland, California

Andrew Vega

Orchard Gardens K–8 Pilot School, Boston Public Schools
Boston, Massachusetts

Jane Viau

KIPP NYC College Prep High School
New York, New York

Mary Wasiak

David Crockett High School, Austin Independent School District
Austin, Texas

Marcus Watson

Ware County Middle School, Ware County School District
Waycross, Georgia

Jason Westerlund

P.S. 101 Q, New York City Department of Education
Queens, New York

Shenise White

Springdale Park Elementary School, Atlanta Public Schools
Atlanta, Georgia

Amber Wilson

Thomas Jefferson High School, Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado

Amy Cook Youngman

Aspire ERES Academy, Aspire Public Schools
Oakland, California
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Fresno High School, Fresno Unified School District
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Carl Finer

Animo Jefferson Charter Middle School, Green Dot Public Schools
Los Angeles, California

Phil Gerlach

Inspired Teaching Demonstration Public Charter School
District of Columbia

Florida
Sophia Faridi

Edwin Markham Middle School, Los Angeles Unified School
District
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Atlanta, Georgia

Illinois
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Sean Mullins
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Sherri McPherson

Lafayette High School, Fayette County Public Schools
Lexington, Kentucky

Maryland
Kenneth B. Haines

Prince George’s County Educators’ Association
Forestville, Maryland

Mark Sandy

Mount Rainier Elementary School, Prince George’s County Public
Schools
Mount Rainier, Maryland

Massachusetts
James Liou

Boston Public Schools
Boston, Massachusetts

Andrew Vega

Orchard Gardens K–8 Pilot School, Boston Public Schools
Boston, Massachusetts

Montana
Anne Keith

Bozeman Public Schools
Bozeman, Montana

Brittany Clark

The Metropolitan High School, New York City Department of
Education
The Bronx, New York

Kathryn Gillespie

Bloomington High School, District 87
Bloomington, Illinois

Tennessee
Middle College High School, Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Dru Davison

I.S. 228 David A. Boody, New York City Department of Education
Brooklyn, New York

Bronx Collegiate Academy, New York City Department of
Education
The Bronx, New York

Jane Viau

KIPP NYC College Prep High School
New York, New York

Jason Westerlund

P.S. 101 Q, New York City Department of Education
Queens, New York

North Carolina
Christian Hill

Guilford County Schools
Greensboro, North Carolina

Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Jesse Jeff

Delano Optional School, Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Tamera Malone

Kirby High School, Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Texas
Benjamin Hernandez

Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas

Nghia Le

High School for Engineering Professions (Booker T. Washington
High School), Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas

Armando Orduña

Oklahoma
Kari Millan

Bell Elementary School, Tulsa Public Schools
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Tonya Slagle

Austin High School, Magnet Program for Teaching Professions,
Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas

Mary Wasiak

David Crockett High School, Austin Independent School District
Austin, Texas

Will Rogers College High School, Tulsa Public Schools
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Pennsylvania
Kiley Krizan

Perry Traditional Academy, Pittsburgh Public Schools
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Rhonda Threet

Pittsburgh King PreK–8, Pittsburgh Public Schools
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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Index by Grade Level
Jason Westerlund

Tina Krekoukis

Latisha Coleman

P.S. 101 Q, New York City Department of Education
Queens, New York

I.S. 228 David A. Boody, New York City Department of Education
Brooklyn, New York

Inspired Teaching Demonstration Public Charter School
District of Columbia

Shenise White

Melodee Olson

Devon Conley

Springdale Park Elementary School, Atlanta Public Schools
Atlanta, Georgia

Adams Traditional Academy, Choice Academies Inc.
Phoenix, Arizona

Elementary School
2nd grade

Kindergarten, math

Rocketship Discovery Prep, Rocketship Education
San Jose, California

Jesse Jeff

4th grade

Delano Optional School, Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Kenny Kraus
2nd grade

Sarah Smith Elementary School, Atlanta Public Schools
Atlanta, Georgia

Kari Millan

6th grade

Bell Elementary School, Tulsa Public Schools
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Angelina Sáenz

Kindergarten

Aldama Elementary School, Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, California

Mark Sandy

4th grade, reading and social studies

Mount Rainier Elementary School, Prince George’s County Public
Schools
Mount Rainier, Maryland

Rhonda Threet

1st grade, reading and math

Pittsburgh King PreK–8, Pittsburgh Public Schools
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Caroline Vance

Kindergarten

Aspire ERES Academy, Aspire Public Schools
Oakland, California
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5th grade

1st grade

Middle School
Keith Dell’Aquila

7th grade, humanities

California Academy for Liberal Studies Charter Middle School,
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, California

Math

Science and Latin

Andrew Vega

8th grade, English language arts

Orchard Gardens K–8 Pilot School, Boston Public Schools
Boston, Massachusetts

Marcus Watson

7th grade, life science; 8th grade, physical
science

Sophia Faridi

Ware County Middle School, Ware County School District
Waycross, Georgia

Indian Ridge Middle School, Broward County Public Schools
Davie, Florida

Amy Cook Youngman

Steven P. Farley

Aspire ERES Academy, Aspire Public Schools
Oakland, California

6th grade, language arts

Science

Hill Campus of Arts and Sciences, Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado

7th and 8th grade, humanities

High School

Carl Finer

Brittany Clark

Animo Jefferson Charter Middle School, Green Dot Public Schools
Los Angeles, California

Middle College High School, Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Phil Gerlach

Cate Dossetti

Edwin Markham Middle School, Los Angeles Unified School
District
Los Angeles, California

Fresno High School, Fresno Unified School District
Fresno, California

English and journalism

8th grade, English

Ryan Kinser
English

Walker Middle Magnet School, Hillsborough County Public
Schools
Odessa, Florida

English

11th grade, English

Kathryn Gillespie

11th and 12th grade, math

Bloomington High School, District 87
Bloomington, Illinois

Susan Keyock

Special education and technology
coordinator

Jane Viau

The Metropolitan High School, New York City Department of
Education
The Bronx, New York

KIPP NYC College Prep High School
New York, New York

Nghia Le

Biology for English language learners

Science and engineering

High School for Engineering Professions (Booker T. Washington
High School), Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas

Tamera Malone

Special education

Kirby High School, Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Sherri McPherson

Lisa Suomi

11th and 12th grade, statistics and
microeconomics

middle school instructional coach

North Arvada Middle School, Jeffco Public Schools
Arvada, Colorado

District Level

Mary Wasiak

David Crockett High School, Austin Independent School District
Austin, Texas

Amber Wilson
English

Dru Davison

Arts education administrator

Memphis City Schools
Memphis, Tennessee

Benjamin Hernandez

Thomas Jefferson High School, Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado

Project manager, Formative Assessment
Initiative

Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas

Instructional Coaches

English language arts

Courtney Cadwell

Christian Hill

Armando Orduña

Los Altos School District
Los Altos, California

Guilford County Schools
Greensboro, North Carolina

Anne Keith

James Liou

Lafayette High School, Fayette County Public Schools
Lexington, Kentucky

Education

Austin High School, Magnet Program for Teaching Professions,
Houston Independent School District
Houston, Texas

Tonya Slagle

K–8, science, technology, engineering, and
math instructional coach

instructional coach

Kiley Krizan

Christine Snyder

Perry Traditional Academy, Pittsburgh Public Schools
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

English, instructional coach

Environmental Science and Technology High School, Alliance
College-Ready Public Schools
Los Angeles, California

Patrick Sprinkle

American government and economics

Bronx Collegiate Academy, New York City Department of
Education
The Bronx, New York

Senior program director, history and
social studies

Bozeman Public Schools
Bozeman, Montana

Math

Will Rogers College High School, Tulsa Public Schools
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Boston Public Schools
Boston, Massachusetts

Lori Nazareno

High school learning environment
specialist

Educational researcher

Center for Teaching Quality, Denver Public Schools
Denver, Colorado

Sean Mullins

District technology coach

Normal Community High School and Normal Community West
High School, McLean County Unit 5
Normal, Illinois

Carolyn Paletta

Teacher recruiter, science, technology,
engineering, and math

Union
Kenneth B. Haines
President

Prince George’s County Educators’ Association
Forestville, Maryland

7th and 8th grade instructional coach

Carmody Middle School, Jeffco Public Schools
Golden, Colorado
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About This Yearbook
The Teacher Voices yearbook is intended to capture the spirit of change in our nation’s classrooms through the voices and stories of teachers and educators. It includes profiles
of members of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation’s Teacher Advisory Council 2012. Advisory council members were asked a series of questions in phone interviews and were
given the opportunity to review their narratives prior to publication. Together, their responses provide an overview of what change looks like from inside the classroom and
offer insight on the supports educators need as professionals working hard to transform their practice. A list of the questions the teachers and educators were asked follows.
What kind of support and resources help you

How do you raise the bar on higher-level

What do you wish you had known before you

continue to grow professionally, particularly in

thinking skills and prepare your kids to compete

entered the classroom? If you could give one

the midst of system change? What lifts you up?

in the 21st century global economy? What’s your

piece of advice to a new teacher, what would it be?

Does peer collaboration with other teachers help?

approach and why do you think it’s effective?

What is the one piece of advice you’ve been given that

How? Mentoring? Professional development? How?

How do you use technology to enhance teaching

has served you and your students well?

What makes a teacher effective? What helps a

and learning? How does it impact instructional

How can you tell when the light bulb goes off

teacher stay the course? What do you love most about

time? What websites or social media sites do you find

for your kids; when they’re getting it? What is

teaching?

useful in teaching?

the source of your confidence in the classroom?

What are the biggest systemic challenges you

What role does the principal and school

face as a teacher? What is the most frustrating

leadership play in your ability to be effective?

thing about teaching?

What attributes does he or she have to have to be an

What reforms and changes that you see

effective leader?

happening around you are the most significant

What type of evaluation and feedback is most

to your teaching? Is there a benefit to student

useful to you? What are the components of a

learning? How do the reforms and changes impact

high-quality evaluation that can help you improve

your classroom?

your practice? How often are you evaluated? What

What are the biggest changes that the Common
Core State Standards are bringing to your

role should teachers play in the evaluation process?
Parents? Students?

classroom? What has been the impact on student

What is the source of your passion for teaching

learning? How are they changing the way you teach?

and education? What inspired you to become a

How are those impacting student learning at your

teacher? How do you keep teaching alive and fresh?

school, in your district?

What keeps you going in your field?
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